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In this Dec. 17, 2010 photo, Theresa Christenson holds an unemployment check in her home in Burbank, Calif. Before she was laid off from a quality assurance job at Yahoo 
in July 2009, Christenson earned around $100,000 a year. The 58-year-old has managed to hang on to the 4-bedroom house that she co-owns with her sister, where they’ve 
lived for 22 years. “It really gets me when they say ‘you lazy people,’” says Christenson, who lives on $1,720 a month in unemployment insurance benefits and what’s left of her 
dwindling 401K. “They have no idea how depressing that is when you have been beating your head against the wall, trying to find work.”
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$12.8 Trillion in estimated actual and avoided gdp loss
Because of the financial collapse and the subsequent economic crisis, GDP declined signifi-
cantly beginning in 2007.  GDP would have dropped even more without massive spending 
by the federal government.  The sum of actual GDP loss and GDP loss avoided because of 
emergency spending and actions by the Federal Reserve Board are estimated to total more 
than $12.8 trillion for the period 2008-2018.

Tens of millions of americans unemployed
In October 2009, the broadest measure of unemployment (U-6 rate) peaked at 17.5 per-
cent, representing 26.9 million Americans.  As of July 2012, the U-6 rate remains very high 
at 15 percent, representing 23.1 million Americans.

massive losses in household Wealth
Real household wealth declined from $74 trillion in July 2007 to $55 trillion in January 
2009, representing $19 trillion of evaporated wealth.  Although household wealth has 
regained some ground, the decline is still very substantial and has grave distributional ef-
fects, including permanent, lifetime losses suffered by many Americans.

46.2 million americans in poverty
As of 2010, 46.2 million Americans were in poverty, the largest number in the 52 years for 
which poverty estimates have been published by the U.S. Census Bureau.



Firefighters applaud Andy Delgado, back to camera, a five-year-veteran of the Camden Fire Department, as he tells them to keep their hopes up in Camden, N.J., as they prepare to 
turn in their gear after being laid off. Five weeks after Camden laid off a third of its firefighters, the shock waves are reverberating outside city lines. Camden’s fire department was 
cut to such bare bones that a structure fire on any given day requires all seven companies to respond, leaving none to attend to any other fire or rescue emergencies in the city. 
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A limo makes its way through New York’s Times Square as the day’s financial news is displayed on the ABC news ticker, Monday, Sept. 15, 2008. Lehman Brothers, a 158-year-
old investment bank choked by the credit crisis and falling real estate values, filed for Chapter 11 protection in the biggest bankruptcy filing ever on Monday and said it was 
trying to sell off key business units. 
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inTroduCTion
Today, the 4th anniversary of the bankruptcy of the 158 year old investment bank 

Lehman Brothers, our country and tens of millions of Americans continue to suffer from 
what is correctly called the Great Recession:  it is the worst economy the country has 
suffered from since the Great Depression of the 1930s.  That is a direct result of Wall 
Street causing the worst financial crisis since the Stock Market Crash of 1929.  The 
cost of those financial and economic crises so far is no less than $12.8 trillion dollars, 
including lost gross domestic product, destroyed household wealth, unemployment and 
under-employment, foreclosures, government bailouts, emergency spending measures, 
and other actions necessary to prevent a second Great Depression.  

The consequences of those events touch every corner of our country, including 
many of our neighbors who will sit at their dinner table tonight, look their children in 
the eye, and worry about their future, for good reason:  

 � 23.1 million Americans today cannot find full time work.  

 � 9.3 million Americans have lost their health insurance.

 � 11 million homeowners—almost 1 in 4—are saddled with mortgages higher than 
the value of their homes.   

 � Home values have fallen to 2002 levels, destroying $7 trillion in homeowner equity.

 � 3.7 to 5 million foreclosures have already forced millions of American families to 
move out of their homes and millions more foreclosures are in process.

 � The American family’s net worth plummeted almost 40% in just three years, from 
2007-2010, wiping out almost two decades of hard work and prosperity.

 � Zero interest rates have prevented families from rebuilding their net worth, either 
by savings or investments, because yields are historically low or even negative.

 � Trillions of dollars that were spent, lent, pledged, guaranteed, or otherwise used 
by the government to bail out the financial system and respond to the resulting 
economic crisis

 ¾ dramatically increased the annual deficit ($1 trillion plus) and the national 
debt ($8 trillion), and, thereby, 

 ¾ depleted the government’s ability to maintain the social safety net and 
respond to the greatly increased needs arising from the Great Recession.
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All of that—and much more—adds up to more than $12.8 trillion. 

In fact, even $12.8 trillion dramatically understates the true costs of the crises, 
not only because that number does not include every cost, but also because so much 
is simply unquantifiable.  For example, the ultimate immeasurable cost is not included:  
preventing the complete collapse of the financial system and a second Great Depression 
or worse, which undoubtedly would have cost many tens of trillions of dollars more.  
There are also the many incalculable costs of unprecedented government actions that 
enabled that outcome:  the federal guarantee of the $3.7 trillion money market industry, 
which stopped a run on those funds and the liquidity crisis in short term funding that 
it caused; the extraordinary overnight conversion of the two largest investment banks 
into bank holding companies giving immediate access to all the highly favorable federal 
bank programs, which prevented their bankruptcy; and, 
most important, the literally priceless full federal guar-
antee of the entire financial system in February 2009, 
which almost certainly—in combination with all the 
other emergency measures—prevented the full collapse 
of the financial system and another Great Depression.1

Then there are the enormous unquantifiable costs 
from the economic wreckage Wall Street caused from 
one end of our country to the other.  For example, 
unemployment, bankruptcies, foreclosures, and under-
water homes have destroyed many neighborhoods and 
communities across the country, while decimating the 
tax base of cities, towns, counties, and states.  Added 
to that are the demoralizing and gnawing invisible costs 
of anguish, anger, depression, and often humiliation from losing a job and failing to 
provide for a family; being forced to move out of a home, often to move in with rela-
tives or friends, but sometimes to move into a car or homeless shelter; watching your 
children get sick with no ability to go to a doctor or pay for a prescription; signing 
up for food stamps and having your children get free school lunches that you can no 
longer afford;  having to break it to your children, who have worked so hard in school, 
that college is no longer affordable and they have to get a job, any job, as soon as pos-

1  This is not an exaggeration:  a second Great Depression was a very real possibility, if not probability.  See, 
e.g., World Bank: Economy Worse Since Depression, CNNMoNey, Mar. 9, 2009, http://money.cnn.com/2009/03/09/
news/international/global_economy_world_bank/ (“World Bank says global economy toshrink for the first time 
since World War II, dragged down by sharp decline in industry, trade”); World Growth. Grinds to Virtual Halt, 
IMF Urges Decisive Global Policy Response, IMF Survey oNlINe (Jan. 28, 2009), http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/
ft/survey/so/2009/res012809a.htm (“World growth is forecast to fall to its lowest level since World War II, with 
financial markets remaining under stress and the global economy taking a sharp turn for the worse, sending both 
global output and trade plummeting.”). See also Paul KrugMaN, eNd ThIS dePreSSIoN Now! (W.W. Norton & Co.) 
(2012).

The $12.8 trillion cost 
to the american peo-
ple of the Wall street-
caused crises dramatical-
ly understates the true 
costs of the crises, not 
only because that 
number does not in-
clude many costs, but 
also because so much  
is simply unquantifiable.
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sible;  or your spouse finding out that you aren’t retired but working at a low paying, 
often minimum wage, job because you need the money.  This list sadly goes on and 
on, including spouse, child, alcohol, and, too often, drug abuse.  

This Report details many of those costs, but first it is necessary to review the 
events that gave rise to those costs and then discuss why the process of understanding, 
cataloging, and aggregating these costs is so critically important.

1. The lehman Bankruptcy, Wall street’s Collapse, and the historic multi-Trillion 
dollar Bailout of the financial system

Four years ago today, the investment bank Lehman Brothers shocked the global 
financial system when it filed the largest bankruptcy in the history of the United States 
on September 15, 2008.  With former Goldman Sachs CEO and then-current Treasury 
Secretary Hank Paulson having just prevented the failure of Bear Stearns, the fifth largest 
investment bank, with a bailout funded by the Federal Reserve Board, few thought the 
fourth largest investment bank Lehman Brothers would be allowed to fail.  

But, fail it did, in precipitous and spectacular fashion, igniting a financial conta-
gion that quickly caused the global financial system to grind to a halt and brought the 
world to the precipice of a second Great Depression or worse.  Events quickly appeared 
unexpectedly grim, as three-inch headlines screamed from the newspapers and TV 
news personalities breathlessly reported on the panic that gripped the markets and the 
financial system as well as the policy and political arenas.  

In the days and weeks after the Lehman bankruptcy, the wave of bailouts, buyouts, 
forced mergers, and other rescue efforts that were undertaken to support the nation’s 
leading financial institutions revealed the depth of the unfolding crisis.  The U.S. gov-
ernment, having nationalized Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac the prior week, effectively 
nationalized AIG and Citigroup through bailouts totaling hundreds of billions of dollars. 
To prevent their imminent bankruptcies, 

 � Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, the two largest investment banks, were 
allowed to quickly convert into bank holding companies, thereby receiving access 
to the full panoply of federal banking support programs, the so-called federal 
safety net;

 � Merrill Lynch, the third largest investment bank, was acquired by Bank of America; 
and 

 � Wachovia, the fourth largest bank holding company, was acquired in an  
FDIC-forced sale by Wells Fargo (derailing Citigroup’s attempt to buy Wachovia 
announced only days before). 
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  The nation’s largest savings and loan association, Washington Mutual, failed, was 
seized by regulators, and was ultimately sold to JPMorgan Chase at a bargain basement 
price (similar to the bargain price JPMorgan paid for Bear Stearns in March 2008).

All of this happened at an alarming and dizzying speed, with the public and 
policy-makers struggling to keep up with developments.

Throughout this time, with the shadow of the Lehman failure darkening the finan-
cial and political landscapes, the U.S. government was creating innumerable bailout 
programs to prevent any financial institution or sector of the financial industry from 
collapsing.2  The $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”), signed into law by 
President Bush on October 3, 2008, was but one of the countless emergency measures 

2  Excellent comprehensive domestic and international timelines of these events have been created by 
researchers at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and are available at: http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/
global_economy/policyresponses.html.
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adopted during this time.3  Moreover, the U.S. government also assisted foreign banks 
and financial institutions throughout the world, not just those in the United States.4  

Yet, the scale and scope of deteriorating events still continued at an unprecedented 
rate, as the contagion from the liquidity and solvency crises spread rapidly to every 
corner of the financial system and the globe.

It was difficult to believe, but even those unprecedented actions, programs, and 
interventions—representing trillions of dollars—were not sufficient to stop the multiple 
crises from spiraling out of control, as almost every financial indicator continued to 
deteriorate and to do so at an accelerating pace into 2009.  Indeed, as late as February 
2009—more than five months after the Lehman bankruptcy—the financial systems and 
economies of the U.S. and the global community were still declining rapidly, with no 
bottom in sight.  Policymakers were facing a very treacherous abyss and the possibility 
of a second Great Depression was an increasingly likely prospect.5

In response, the U.S. government took additional unprecedented actions. For 
example, on February 23, 2009, it announced that the full faith and credit of the 
United States would stand behind the entire financial system, which was thus effectively 
nationalized, as set forth in a dramatic joint statement by the Treasury, FDIC, OCC, OTS, 
and the Federal Reserve.6  That historic step was followed by others, and—ultimately—
trillions of additional government dollars were spent, lent, pledged, guaranteed, or 
otherwise used in an all-out effort to prevent a second Great Depression.

We now know that those actions somehow worked, that the financial system did 
not entirely collapse, and that a second Great Depression was avoided.  Having lost 54 

3  Some talk misleadingly as if TARP was the only government rescue program, apparently attempting to 
minimize and understate the depth and cost of the crisis.  Even as to TARP alone, some made the claim that it 
will make money.  That is not accurate. TARP is currently projected to cost between $32 and $78 billion.  oFFICe 
oF The SPeCIal INSPeCTor geN. For The Troubled aSSeT relIeF PrograM, QuarTerly reP. To CoNgreSS, 42, Table 2.3 (July 25, 
2012).  However, even if all TARP money were repaid in full, that hardly means it would have “made” money.  
The meritless claim made by people who know better is that if TARP (or any one of the other bailout programs) 
takes in one penny more than it lent out, then it made money.  That is simply misleading.  The only proper 
way to evaluate any of these programs is to determine the return that was or should have been received by 
the government on a risk adjusted basis.  By that measure, none of the government bailouts “made” money.  
Rather, they have all cost taxpayers and the government hundreds of billions if not trillions of dollars—above and 
beyond all the other costs of the crisis.

4  For example, the Federal Reserve bailed out the foreign exchange markets with more than $2.9 trillion in 
October 2008 alone and with more than $5.4 trillion of foreign exchange swaps in the three months following 
the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, before effectively nationalizing that market as well.  See Better Markets’ 
comment letters, available at http://bettermarkets.com/sites/ default/files/TREAS-Comment%20Letter-%20
ForEx%20Swaps-11%EF%80%A229%EF%80%A210.pdf;http://bettermarkets.com/sites/default/files/Treas-%20
Comment%20Letter%20(followup)-%20Forex%20Swaps%202-25-11.pdf; and http://bettermarkets.com/sites/
default/files/Treas-%20CL-%20meeting%20followup-%20FX%20exemption%203-23-11.pdf.

5  See note 1 supra.

6  JoINT STaTeMeNT by The TreaSury, FdIC, oCC, oTS, aNd The Federal reServe (Feb. 23, 2009), available at http://www.
federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20090223a.htm.
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percent of its value since its October 9, 2007 high, we also now know—with the ben-
efit of hindsight—that the stock market hit its lowest point on March 9, 2009 and that 
the rapid and uncontrolled decline of the financial markets and the economy stopped 
sometime in the March-April 2009 period.  

However, and most important, even to this day no one knows exactly why or how 
complete disaster was averted.  No one knows which policy, program, intervention, 
action, or expenditure—or what combination or order of those measures—arrested 
the downward spiral.

What we do know is that the financial collapse and economic crisis cost many 
tens of trillions of dollars and it also caused vast, often unquantifiable, and still-ongoing 
human suffering, from skyrocketing unemployment, millions of home foreclosures, 
widespread poverty, and enormous wealth destruction, to lost retirements, obliterated 
college funds, and, for many, the loss of faith in the American Dream.  These events and 
their costs proved yet again that, other than war, nothing devastates a country more 
than the economic ruin that follows a financial crisis such as the one that began in 2007.7

7  See, e.g., FerNaNdo M. MarTIN, Fed. reServe baNK oF ST. louIS, FISCal PolICy IN The greaT reCeSSIoN aNd leSSoNS FroM 
The PaST, eCoNoMIC SyNoPSeS No. 1 (2012), available at http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/es/12/ES_2012-
01-06.pdf.
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2. accumulating, Cataloging, aggregating, and understanding the scope 
and scale of the Costs of the Crises are Critically important to ensure that  
They never happen again

As Wall Street and its allies seek to kill financial reform, as memories fade and 
amnesia sets in, and as the focus turns from the crises to regulatory reform, accumu-
lating, cataloging, and aggregating the costs of the crises are vital.  Among the many 
reasons for this, some discussed below, only a full accounting of the costs will provide 
the basis and motivation to take the proper actions to reduce the likelihood that the 
American people will have to suffer from another financial collapse and economic crisis.  

First and most important, Wall Street and its many allies and sympathizers are 
denying and understating the costs of the crisis, primarily to kill, weaken, or avoid 
financial reform and re-regulation.  To protect the American people, financial system, 
and economy from another financial and economic crisis, financial reform eliminates 
or limits Wall Street’s most reckless trading and investment activities, which also hap-
pen to be the most profitable to them and the most risky to taxpayers.  That is why 
Wall Street and its allies are doing everything possible, including spending inordinate 
amounts of money on lawyers, lobbyists, PR-spinners, campaign contributions, adver-
tising, “studies,” trade groups, and many other things, to stop, kill, weaken, or avoid 
financial reform. 

Second, all sorts of wild, baseless, and exaggerated claims have been made about 
the cost of financial reform to the financial industry by Wall Street and its allies seeking 
to kill or weaken reform. Tellingly, they rarely if ever mention the costs of the crisis to the 
country or the American people and they, of course, never mention their role in inflict-
ing those costs. These claims fall into two categories.  One is to overstate the claimed 
costs of financial reform to the industry by announcing attention-getting, but highly 
questionable, numbers.  For example, Wall Street’s lobbyists tout a “study” by Oliver 
Wyman and claim it shows that the Volcker Rule will result in a “loss” of $315 billion in 
liquidity in the corporate bond market.8   However, that “loss” only results from their 
baseless assumption that, if the few biggest too-big-to-fail banks do not provide this 
highly profitable trading, then no one will.  Not only does that violate basic economic 
principles, it is also proven false by history, which shows repeatedly that new entrants 
move in quickly to take advantage of such large profit opportunities.9       

Of course, Wall Street knows few would care about limiting their most reckless 
activities that put taxpayers at risk of another bailout or about shifting the costs from 

8  olIver wyMaN, The volCKer rule reSTrICTIoNS oN ProPrIeTary TradINg (Feb. 2012), available at http://www.
oliverwyman.com/media/Oliver_Wyman_The_Volcker_Rule_Restrictions_on_Proprietary_Trading.pdf. 

9 See, e.g., beTTer MarKeTS, The volCKer rule, JaMIe dIMoN & The whale’S SPlaSh (July 24, 2012), http://bettermarkets.
com/blogs/volcker-rule-jamie-dimon-whales-splash.
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society back to the industry where they belong (and where they were before de-regula-
tion).  So the second way they hype costs is to claim that limiting their most profitable 
activities is really going to hurt economic growth, business,10 and employment.11  For 
example, in attempting to defeat the Volcker Rule, which would end their enormously 
profitable proprietary trading, the industry claimed that it will “reduce market liquidity, 
capital formation and credit availability, and thereby hamper economic growth and job 
creation.”  Unsurprisingly, the industry fails to mention that the financial crisis did more 
damage to those concerns than any rule or reform possibly could:  starting in September 
2008 and continuing into 2009, there was no “market liquidity, capital formation [or] 
credit availability” and, since then, there has been little “economic growth” and even 
less “job creation”—due to the financial collapse and economic crisis caused by Wall 
Street. These misleading claims are little more than Wall Street’s attempt to hide their 
enormous profits and high risk trading and investments behind Main Street concerns, 
and they must be rejected.

Third, the latest weapon that Wall Street and its allies are using in an effort to 
kill financial reform is what they refer to as “cost-benefit analysis,” which they insist 
the financial regulators, primarily but not exclusively the SEC and CFTC, must use 
in all financial reform rulemaking.  However, the industry is really advocating for an 
incomplete and biased version of “cost-benefit analysis” that is no more than a one-
sided “industry-cost-only analysis.”  This effort entirely ignores the costs of the crisis to 
society and also ignores the benefits of financial reform to society.  Better Markets has 
exhaustively researched the legislative history, judicial precedents, and policy decisions 
relating to the industry’s version of what it calls cost-benefit analysis.  That analysis 
shows that the industry’s claims about cost-benefit analysis are baseless.12  The industry 

10 The pro-Wall Street, anti-reform crowd rarely refers to businesses or corporations any more.  They prefer 
the moniker “job creators.”  However, Wall Street is not a job creator.  It is a job destroyer of historic proportion. 
See, e.g., beTTer MarKeTS, wall STreeT IS NoT a Job CreaTor. wall STreeT IS a Job KIller…. oF hISTorIC ProPorTIoNS (July 10, 
2012), http://bettermarkets.com/blogs/wall-street-not-job-creator-wall-street-job-killer%E2%80%A6-historic-
proportions.

11  This is very different from those who seek to determine the economic impact of financial reform on the 
biggest banks, which is decidedly not the same as the impact on society as a whole.  For example, the rating 
agency Standard & Poor’s recently estimated that financial reform “could reduce pretax earnings for the eight 
large, complex banks by a total of $22 billion to $34 billion annually.”  S&P, Two yearS oN, reaSSeSSINg The CoST 
oF dodd-FraNK For The largeST u.S. baNKS (Aug. 9, 2012), http://www.standardandpoors.com/ratings/articles/en/
us/?articleType=HTML&assetID=1245338539029.  That is because financial reform is designed to eliminate or 
limit the activities of systemically significant firms so that they cannot again threaten to crash the financial system 
or almost cause another Great Depression.  However, the pretax earnings loss for those eight biggest banks will 
become pretax earnings of other financial institutions that will step in and provide these very lucrative services.  
Therefore, S&P’s estimate of losses to the eight banks is not a loss to the U.S. financial industry, the economy, or 
our country.  Indeed, it is an encouraging sign of activities shifting away from too-big-to-fail banks and, thereby, 
reducing the risks that the costs of the last crisis will not be repeated in a future crisis. 

12  See Report of Better Markets, “Setting the Record Straight on Cost-Benefit Analysis and Financial Reform at 
the SEC,” as well as two amicus briefs focused on cost-benefit analysis filed in federal court defending CFTC rules, 
available at http://bettermarkets.com/blogs/industrys-false-claims-about-cost-benefit-analsyis.
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nevertheless continues to relentlessly push them in the legislature, regulatory agencies, 
and the courts.  

Fourth, absent an understanding of the true costs of the financial and economic 
crises, a sense of complacency can arise and a lack of urgency to take action to pre-
vent such crises from happening again, especially as the memory of these events and 
their impact fades.  Moreover, knowing what preventative measures to take and what 
expenditures to incur is difficult if not impossible to determine without knowing the 
costs of the crises.  We must never forget how close the country came to a complete 
collapse of the financial system and a second Great Depression, or how really terrible 
the Great Recession has been and continues to be for so many American families.  Just 
one chart starkly illustrates this:

fig. 1

Source: eCoNoMIC rePorT oF The PreSIdeNT 2012, at 101 (Feb. 2012).

The decline in real housing prices already greatly exceeds the decline witnessed 
during the Great Depression—and this housing bust is still far from over.  We may 
have avoided a second Great Depression, but the deep and ongoing damage and pain 
inflicted by the financial crisis Wall Street caused has devastated much of our country 
and many of our families.   

Fifth, many appear to have forgotten in just four short years what actually hap-
pened during the financial crisis.  Some of this is willful due to the industry’s campaign 
to change the focus from the crisis to false claims about allegedly onerous financial 
regulation.  Some of it is the natural tendency to suppress memories of bad or traumatic 
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events.  Some of it is “crisis” fatigue: hearing so much about something so complicated 
for so long can simply wear people down.  And, yet others are forgetting for political 
reasons, some to fundraise on Wall Street, others to claim that they have “solved” the 
problems that lead to or arose as a result of the crises.  Finally, others are forgetting and 
encouraging others to forget to avoid liability and guilt, like bank executives, officers 
and employees, purchased academics, uncritical industry cheerleaders, and so-called 
think tanks, policy centers and research organizations, often recipients of generous 
Wall Street contributions.

3. Wall street Caused the financial Collapse and economic Crisis

One final comment is necessary before we detail the costs of the crisis.  Some 
deny that Wall Street—shorthand for the biggest too-big-to-fail banks and activities 
primarily but not exclusively located or based on or around Wall Street—caused the 
crises and that many, if not everyone, was to blame.  While it may be accurate that 
many contributed to the events that led to the financial and economic crises, not all 
did so equally.  Spreading blame as far and wide as possible is a common tactic of the 
guilty, but any fair and unbiased review of the key events leading up to the crises and 
the crises themselves demonstrates that Wall Street deserves to be at the top of any 
list of those responsible for causing the crises.  It is not an overstatement to say that 
without Wall Street’s creation, demand for, packaging, sale, and distribution of worth-
less securities, largely based on mortgages and related derivatives, there would have 
been no financial or economic crisis.  

Tellingly, Wall Street profited the most by far from these activities—reaping more 
than $200 billion in bonuses since 2003.  Reaping the most money from an action or 
activity is historically highly reliable evidence of responsibility for that action, especially 
when it arises from wrongdoing, if not criminality.  Other than claims by Wall Street 
and those directly or indirectly paid by it, there really is little genuine dispute that Wall 
Street caused the worst financial crisis since the Stock Market Crash of 1929 and the 
worst economy the country has suffered from since the Great Depression of the 1930s.

Those crises have cost and continue to cost the American people enormously.  
Those costs are analyzed in the remainder of this report. 
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Thousands of people turned out Wednesday, Feb. 11, 2009 for a job fair at the Atlanta Federal Center in downtown Atlanta. The line snaked around the block and then back 
again on itself, requiring three lines in spots.
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The Wall sTreeT-Caused finanCial 
Collapse and eConomiC Crisis CosT 
The ameriCan people more Than  
$12.8 Trillion

The financial collapse and economic crisis caused by Wall Street cost the American 
people over $12.8 trillion during 2008-2018.13 That is a very conservative number and 
only includes: 

 � Estimated actual gross domestic product (“GDP”) loss from 2008 to 2018, of 
$7.6 trillion. This is the cumulative difference between potential  GDP—what 
GDP would have been but for the financial and economic crises—and actual and 
forecast GDP during the period (See Figure 2, shaded area);14 and

 � Estimated avoided GDP loss from 2008 to 2012 of $5.2 trillion. This figure is the 
estimated additional amount of GDP loss that was prevented only by extraordinary 
fiscal and monetary policy actions.  It is derived from the model-based estimate 
of Alan Blinder and Mark Zandi of $6.9 trillion, less $1.7 trillion in adjustments.15 
(Because the Blinder/Zandi simulation ends in 2012, it does not include any 
avoided losses for the 2013-2018 period.  For example, the effects of any ongoing 
or additional crisis-related monetary policy—such as Federal Reserve purchases of 
agency mortgage-backed securities—will continue past 2012.)

13 Adjusted to 2011 dollars using the chain-type GDP price index.

14 Data on nominal potential and actual GDP, and the GDP chain-type price index, for 2008-2011 were 
obtained from the St. Louis Federal Reserve Fred database.  Forecasts of nominal GDP and the GDP price index  
were obtained using forecast growth rates for each variable in CONG. BUDGET OFFICE, THE BUDGET AND 
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: FISCAL YEARS 2012 TO 2022, Table E-1(Jan. 2012) (“CBO 2012 to 2022 Outlook”).

15 The model-based estimates are taken from Alan Blinder & Mark Zandi, How the Great Recession Was Brought 
to an End (July 27, 2010), available at http://www.economy.com/mark-zandi/documents/End-of-Great-Recession.
pdf.  The authors estimate that crisis-related monetary and fiscal policy measures will increase GDP by $6.9 trillion 
(in 2011$) during 2008-2012, relative to a baseline GDP without that policy response.  Their forecast value for 
2011 GDP is replaced with the actual value of 2011 GDP, reducing their estimated total GDP increase by $.63 
trillion.  Their forecast value for 2012 GDP is replaced with the lower CBO forecast, reducing their total by 
an additional $1.1 trillion.  Substituting the lower CBO forecast value prevents double counting when adding 
observed and avoided losses. 
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The sum of these two values is an estimate of the actual and avoided reduction 
in the flow of goods and services caused by the financial crisis and the subsequent  
collapse of the real economy.16

fig. 2

The $12.8 trillion estimated loss is conservative because, as mentioned above and 
discussed further below, estimated actual and avoided GDP loss from 2008 to 2018 
does not include many unquantifiable—but very real—costs inflicted on the American 
people.   Not only does it omit the incalculable cost of preventing the collapse of the 
financial system and avoiding a second Great Depression; all the measures necessary 
to avoid that outcome; and the human suffering that accompanies unemployment, 
foreclosure, homelessness, and related damage, it also fails to account for the destruc-

16 The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis defines GDP as “the market value of the goods and services produced 
by labor and property located in the United States.  Because the labor and property are located in the United 
States, the suppliers (that is, the workers and, for property, the owners) may be either U.S. residents or residents 
of the rest of the world.” EUGENE P. SESKIN & ROBERT P. PARKER, BUREAU OF ECON. ANALYSIS, U.S. DEPT. OF 
COMMERCE, A GUIDE TO THE NIPA’S, https://www.bea.gov/scb/account_articles/national/0398niw/maintext.
htm (original emphasis).   This measure is equal to “the sum of personal consumption expenditures, gross private 
domestic investment (including change in business inventories and before deduction of charges for CFC), net 
exports of goods and services (exports less imports), and government consumption expenditures and gross 
investment. GDP excludes intermediate purchases of goods and services by business.”  GDP is also equal to the 
sum of “the costs incurred and the incomes earned in the production of GDP,” which is called Gross Domestic 
Income, or GDI.  Id.
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tion of human capital on a widespread basis.  There are millions of Americans and 
perhaps tens of millions of Americans who will never regain their earnings, educations, 
skills, and trainings that they lost during and as a result of the crises.  This is, obviously,  
terrible for those individuals, but it also damages the entire country as our  
potential GDP is far lower than it otherwise would be if this human capital had not been 
destroyed.  And, it is not simply a matter of lost long-term productivity.  Lower growth 
means, among other things, less innovation and, therefore, less technological progress.  
The consequences of such losses to a society are indeterminable, but potentially very 
far-reaching and long-lasting.

That is why aggregating the estimated actual and avoided GDP loss from 2008 to 
2018—$12.8 trillion—is an appropriate, albeit very conservative, measure of the cost 
of the Wall Street-caused financial collapse and economic crisis 

 In the balance of this report, we turn to a detailed review of the many costs  
of the crises, those that should have been reflected in GDP and were not (because 
they were either lost or avoided), as well as those that cannot be measured (either as 
accurately or at all). Those costs all  deserve a thorough consideration in any analy-
sis of the financial and economic crises because they have profoundly affected the  
quality of life for all Americans—and will continue to do so for many years. More-
over, those costs should all also be included in any complete, unbiased, and genuine  
cost-benefit analysis.17 

17 See Report of Better Markets, “Setting the Record Straight on Cost-Benefit Analysis and Financial Reform at 
the SEC,” as well as two amicus briefs focused on cost-benefit analysis filed in federal court defending CFTC rules, 
available at http://bettermarkets.com/blogs/industrys-false-claims-about-cost-benefit-analsyis.
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Stewart Kern waits to apply for food stamps at the Cooperative Feeding Program on February 10, 2011 in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Recent statistics show that nationwide, one 
in seven Americans receives help from the Federal government with buying food. The food stamp program was used by 43.6 million people in November 2010. Before the 
recession, the program was serving 26 million. 
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deTailed analysis of The CosTs of 
The Wall sTreeT-Caused finanCial 
Collapse and eConomiC Crisis

Before detailing the costs of the crises that can be quantified or monetized, it is 
critical to remember that, for a number of reasons, it is impossible to quantify all of the 
costs and consequences of the still-unfolding economic crisis that Wall Street inflicted 
when it caused the financial collapse:  

First, of course, many costs of this crisis cannot be monetized, as they include 
the widespread human suffering that inevitably comes with financial hardship and 
in many cases, financial ruin.  

Second, many actions taken by the government to stop the financial collapse 
also cannot be quantified, including for example: 

 � the unprecedented conversion of investment banks Goldman Sachs and 
Morgan Stanley into bank holding companies with full access to the federal 
support for regulated banks in October 2008; 

 � the guarantee of money market funds on September 29, 2008,18 which 
stopped a run on the funds; and, most important,

 � the effective nationalization of the entire financial system on February 23, 
2009 by the Treasury, Federal Reserve Bank, and other regulators.19  

Third, even the more purely economic effects are difficult to measure precisely, 
and many of those will play out over years in ways that are difficult to determine 
at this point.  For example, the massive and prolonged unemployment we are 
now witnessing not only directly lowers GDP, it also destroys human capital (of 
the unemployed themselves, their families, and others who directly and indirectly 
depend on them) on a long-term basis, further suppressing GDP over time.  

Fourth, many actions taken in response to the crisis have both advantages 
and disadvantages, some of which offset each other and some of which do not—
and most of which are decidedly unclear at this point.  For example, the Federal 
Reserve Board’s near-zero interest rate policy may have eased the consequences 
of the financial and economic crises, but it also has caused the return on savings 

18  u.S. dePT. oF The TreaSury, TreaSury aNNouNCeS TeMPorary guaraNTee PrograM For MoNey MarKeT FuNdS (Sept. 28, 
2008), available at http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/hp1161.aspx.

19  JoINT STaTeMeNT by The TreaSury, FdIC, oCC, oTS, aNd The Federal reServe (Feb. 23, 2009), available at http://
www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20090223a.htm.
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and many investments to be negative or marginal.  While one can see the benefit 
to the biggest banks, which can borrow money from the Fed at zero interest 
rates and then invest it at higher rates making massive amounts of often risk-free 
returns, the benefits to Main Street have been difficult to discern given the lack 
of increase in lending.   

Nevertheless, many costs of the crisis are clearly quantifiable, and this section of 
the report provides a detailed and documented analysis of costs that we have grouped 
into four major categories.
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In this March 7, 2012, file photo shows job seekers standing line during the Career Expo job fair, in Portland, Ore. Oregon employers shed thousands of jobs in February, surprising 
state economists who said there was little optimistic news in a monthly report on unemployment and jobs. Weakness in construction and retailing stood out in the state Employ-
ment Department’s report. On a seasonally adjusted basis, the state lost 6,400 jobs. That means, overall, employers didn’t hire on as many workers as they usually do in February. 
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1. unemploymenT: The number of unemployed reached 15.7 million, 
and the figure still stands at 12.8 million Americans as of July 2012  

Unemployment is one of the most significant measures of the crisis because it so 
profoundly affects the financial, physical, and emotional well-being of a society.  The 
unemployment rate peaked at 10.2 percent in October 2009,20 which, “[a]fter adjust-
ing for changes in the demographic composition of the labor force, . . . represents the 
highest unemployment rate reached since the Great Depression.”21  

At this peak, 15.7 million Americans were out of work.22 Unemployment is now 
still 8.3 percent, representing 12.8 million American workers, 40.7 percent of whom 
have been jobless for 27 weeks or more.23  (See Figures 3 and 4).   The average num-
ber of weeks of unemployment peaked at 40.9 weeks in November 2011.  Although 
this figure has declined to 38.8 weeks, it remains far above the level of 16.4 weeks in 
December 2007 (the official start of the recession).24

  Confirming the severity of the economic downturn caused by Wall Street’s 
near collapse of the financial system, unemployment is expected to remain at 8 percent 
through 2013 and remain above 7 percent until 2015.25 

20  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, NewS releaSe, The eMPloyMeNT SITuaTIoN – oCTober 2009 (Nov. 6, 
2009), available at http://www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/empsit_11062009.pdf.

21  Mary daly eT al., Federal reServe baNK oF SaN FraNCISCo, a rISINg NaTural raTe oF uNeMPloyMeNT: TraNSITory or 
PerMaNeNT?,  worKINg PaPer 2011-05, at 2 (Sept. 2011); see also bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, 
SPoTlIghT oN STaTISTICS: The reCeSSIoN oF 2007-2009 (Feb. 12, 2012), available at http://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2012/
recession/ (October 2009 peaked at a level not witnessed since 1983 on an unadjusted basis).

22  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, NewS releaSe, The eMPloyMeNT SITuaTIoN – oCTober 2009 (Nov. 6, 
2009). 

23  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, NewS releaSe, The eMPloyMeNT SITuaTIoN – July 2012 (Aug. 3, 2012), 
available at http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf.

24  Id. at Table A-2.

25  Cbo 2012 To 2022 ouTlooK, supra note 14, at XIv. 
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fig. 3

fig. 4
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More telling is the broadest measure of unemployment, the U-6 rate, which counts 
unemployed, marginally attached workers, and those employed part time because 
they cannot find full-time employment (known as the under-employed).26  In October 
2009, the U-6 rate peaked at 17.5 percent, representing 26.9 million Americans.27 As 
of July 2012, the U-6 rate was still extraordinarily high at 15.0 percent, representing 
23.1 million Americans.  (See Figure 5). 

fig. 5

Although unemployment rates have declined somewhat since their crisis highs 
in October 2009, the civilian employment population ratio is barely above its 2009 
lows.  This indicates that job growth has barely kept up with growth in the working 
age population.  (See Figure 6).  The influx of new workers into the job market keeps 
the unemployment rate high because job growth is insufficient to absorb those work-
ers along with the many un- and under-employed people looking for work.  This has 
a particularly negative impact on the unemployed older workers because they have a 
difficult time competing for job openings with young and usually less costly workers 
just entering the labor force.  As a result, unemployment lasts longer, the number of 

26  “Persons marginally attached to the labor force are those who currently are neither working nor looking for 
work but indicate that they want and are available for a job and have looked for work sometime in the past 12 
months.  Discouraged workers, a subset of the marginally attached, have given a job-market related reason for 
not currently looking for work.  Persons employed part time for economic reasons are those who want and are 
available for full-time work but have had to settle for a part-time schedule.”  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. 
oF labor, eCoNoMIC NewS releaSe, Table a-15, alTerNaTIve MeaSureS oF labor uNderuTIlIzaTIoN, last modified Aug. 3, 2012, 
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t15.htm.

27  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, NewS releaSe, The eMPloyMeNT SITuaTIoN – oCTober 2009, at Table 
A-12 (Nov. 6, 2009).
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discouraged workers increases, and the number of unemployed who take part time 
work for failure to find full time work increases.

fig. 6

At the peak in June 2009, there were an estimated 6.2 unemployed persons per 
job opening.28 (See Figure 7).  Since then that rate has decreased to an estimated 3.4 
unemployed persons for every job opening, as of June 2012, but it still remains almost 
100% higher in comparison to the 1.8 unemployed persons per job opening at the 
start of the recession in December 2007.  Not only does this job-competition make it 
more difficult for the unemployed to get a job, it usually means that the jobs they get 
pay less and provide fewer benefits. 

28  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, Job oPeNINgS aNd labor TurNover Survey hIghlIghTS: JuNe 2012, 1 
(Aug. 7, 2012).
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fig. 7

Number of unemployed persons per job opening  
seasonally adjusted

The number of workers quitting their jobs also sheds light on the employment 
situation since “[q]uits tend to rise when there is a perception that jobs are available 
and tend to fall when there is a perception that jobs are scarce.”29  For most of the 
11-year history of the Department of Labor’s Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey, 
the number of quits exceeded the number of layoffs.  However, “[d]uring the latest 
recession, this relationship changed as layoffs and discharges outnumbered quits from 
November 2008 through March 2010.”30  Thus, the public’s perception of the job 
market has weakened.  In June 2012, there were still only 2.1 million quits, compared 
with 2.9 million quits in December 2007, the start of the recession.31

Moreover, out of the nation’s 363 metropolitan areas, less than 10% (only 26) 
have completely recovered jobs lost in the recession.32  While another 26 are expected 

29  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, Job oPeNINgS aNd labor TurNover Survey hIghlIghTS: MarCh 2012, 
4 (May 8, 2012).

30  Id.

31  bureau oF labor STaTISTICS, u.S. dePT. oF labor, Job oPeNINgS aNd labor TurNover Survey hIghlIghTS: JuNe 2012, 1 
(Aug. 7, 2012).

32  IhS global INSIghT, STudy PrePared For The uS CoNFereNCe oF MayorS aNd The CouNCIl For The New aMerICaN CITy, 
u.S. MeTro eCoNoMIeS: 2012 eMPloyMeNT ForeCaST aNd The IMPaCT oF eXPorTS, at 4 (Jan. 2012).
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to fully recover job losses by the end of 2012, the balance will not experience full 
recovery for five or more years.

In addition, job loss has disproportionately affected the middle class.  Unemploy-
ment losses have been concentrated in all mid-wage occupations, which, in comparison 
to high- and low-wage occupations, have experienced less recovery growth.  According 
to a recent report:

 � Lower-wage occupations constituted 21 percent of recession job losses, but 
fully 58 percent of recovery growth. 

 � Mid-wage occupations constituted 60 percent of recession job losses, but only 
22 percent of recovery growth. 

 � Higher-wage occupations constituted 19 percent of recession job losses, and 
20 percent of recovery growth.33

Thus, Americans are now facing a “good jobs deficit” where the unbalanced reces-
sion and recovery shows that the long-term rise in inequality will continue,34 damaging 
the middle class the most.

This has been exacerbated by the slashing of state, local, and national government 
employment.  For example, since July 2009, total government employment has declined 
by over 580,000 jobs, “the largest decrease in any sector since the recovery began in July 
2009.”35  “[S]teep cuts in state and local governments have hit mid- and high-wage occupa-
tions the hardest.”36  “In raw numbers, the largest cuts were to teachers, but of these occupa-
tions, the largest percentage decline was among emergency responders.”37  (See Table 1). 

33  NaT’l eMPloyMeNT law ProJeCT, The low-wage reCovery aNd growINg INeQualITy 2 (Aug. 2012), available at http://
www.nelp.org/page/-/Job_Creation/LowWageRecovery2012.pdf?nocdn=1.

34  Id. at 1.

35  MIChael greeNSToNe & adaM looNey, brooKINgS, a reCord deClINe IN goverNMeNT JobS: IMPlICaTIoNS For The eCoNoMy 
aNd aMerICa’S worKForCe (Aug. 3, 2012), available at http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/jobs/posts/2012/08/03-
jobs-greenstone-looney.

36  NaT’l eMPloyMeNT law ProJeCT, The low-wage reCovery aNd growINg INeQualITy 1 (Aug. 2012), available at http://
www.nelp.org/page/-/Job_Creation/LowWageRecovery2012.pdf?nocdn=1.

37  MIChael greeNSToNe & adaM looNey, brooKINgS, a reCord deClINe IN goverNMeNT JobS: IMPlICaTIoNS For The eCoNoMy 
aNd aMerICa’S worKForCe (Aug. 3, 2012).
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Table 1

declining unemployment in the public sector Workforce

Occupation
Employment  

(2009)
Employment  

(2011)
Change in 

Employment
Percent Change 
in Employment

Teachers 3,942,700 3,721,938 -220,762 -5.6%

policemen 666,579 610,427 -56,125 -8.4%

Fire fighters 233,051 277,158 44,107 18.9%

emergency 
responders 69,370 39,170 -30,200 -43.5%

Air-traffic 
controllers 23,959 17,128 -6,831 -28.5%

Source: The Brookings Institution

In addition to the loss of purchasing power and decrease in the quality of life, 
which is reflected in the GDP, the high number of unemployed Americans leads to 
other socially undesirable costs.  The emotional suffering from losing a job can take a 
high toll on workers, even resulting in a loss in life expectancy.  For example, for male 
workers in high-seniority jobs, mortality rates in the year following mass layoffs are 
“50% - 100% higher than would otherwise have been expected.”38  Although this 
mortality rate declines over time, an estimated 10 percent to 15 percent of annual 
death hazards remain twenty years after job loss.39  “If these increases lasted beyond 
the 25-year window . . .  they would imply a loss in life expectancy of 1.0–1.5 years for 
workers displaced in middle age.”40 

Prolonged and large-scale unemployment also destroys human capital.  This loss 
in human capital will have a lasting effect, resulting in a future loss in potential GDP and 
income to affected workers.  Sustained job loss diminishes the capacity of a worker to 
re-enter the work force at the same level or at all.  Moreover, new entrants cannot gain 

38  Daniel Sullivan & Till von Wachter, Job Displacement and Mortality: An Analysis Using Administrative Data, 
QuarTerly J. oF eCoN., 1265, 1265 (Aug. 2009).

39  Id. at 1302.

40  Id. at 1266.
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skills and experience when there are no jobs.  Such an impaired workforce necessarily 
results in lower future GDP than otherwise. 41  

“Mass layoff events” result in large, long-term earnings losses for affected work-
ers.42  Research shows that workers who lose their jobs in mass layoffs when the unem-
ployment rate is higher lose more of their pre-job-loss earnings than those who lose 
their jobs in mass layoffs when the unemployment rate is lower.43  For example, when 
the national unemployment rate is below 6 percent, affected workers lose on average 
1.4 years’ worth of earnings.44  In contrast, when the unemployment rate is above 8 
percent, which it has been since 2009 (more than 40 months), affected workers lose 
an average of 2.8 years of pre-job-loss earnings.45

A Closer look At the speCiAl ChAllenges  
FACing Unemployed seniors

One subset of the population, seniors, has been particularly affected 
by the prolonged and large-scale unemployment plaguing the nation.  
For those age 55 and over, the unemployment rate, as with the rest of 
the population, rose sharply “increase[ing] from 3.1 percent in December 
2007 to a high of 7.6 percent in February 2010, before it decreased to 
6.0 percent in December 2011.”46

Unique to older Americans, however, is the drastic increased dura-
tion of unemployment.  Since 2007, “individuals age 55 and over have 
consistently experienced longer durations of unemployment than younger 
workers,” with 55 percent of older Americans unable to find work for 
over half a year.47  Such long-term unemployment puts seniors at risk of 
deferring medical care, accumulating debt, reducing their standard of 

41 CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, aN uPdaTe To The budgeT aNd eCoNoMIC ouTlooK: FISCal yearS 2012 To 2022 at 40-41, Box 
2-2 (Aug. 2012) (estimating that “potential output will be about 1.5 percent lower in 2022 than it would have 
been without the recession and ensuing economic weakness”).  

42 STeveN J. davIS & TIll voN waChTer, brooKINgS, reCeSSIoNS aNd The CoSTS oF Job loSS, brooKINgS PaPer oN eCoNoMIC 
aCTIvITy (Nov. 23, 2011).

43 Id.

44 Id. at 1.

45 Id.

46 u.S. gov’T aCCouNTabIlITy oFFICe, uNeMPloyed older worKerS: MaNy eXPerIeNCe ChalleNgeS regaININg eMPloyMeNT aNd 
FaCe reduCed reTIreMeNT SeCurITy, GAO-12-445, at 9-10 (Apr. 25, 2012), available at http://www.gao.gov/products/
GAO-12-445.

47 Id. at 14.  
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living, experiencing long-term financial hardship, reducing their sense of 
self-worth, and losing their homes. 48  

Seniors risk using a substantial portion of their retirement savings to 
cover living expenses, reducing future retirement income.49  Indeed, one 
recent survey of workers age 50 and over reported that almost a quarter 
had used all their savings since the beginning of the financial crisis.50  
Even when seniors “do find a job, it is often at a lower salary than the 
one they had lost.” 51

Furthermore, the long-term effects of unemployment are not limited to the 
affected worker.  As of December 2009, 8.1 million children—or 1 out of every 9—
were living with unemployed parents.52 Over 2.3 million more were living with other 
unemployed family members.  The adverse impact of unemployment on children is 
startling, ranging from an increased likelihood of homelessness to future poverty and 
educational challenges.  Indeed, “[s]ince the recession began, 19 States collectively 
report a 49 percent increase in homeless children.”53  And, the recession is expected to 
have caused an estimated 5 million increase in the number of children in poverty, who 
in turn, “are three times more likely to be poor as adults than their affluent peers.”54  
These same children are “15 percentage points less likely to complete high school and 
20 percentage points less likely to complete college than those who were not poor.”55 

Unemployment outside of the household also affects children.  Since 2009, Ameri-
can teachers have experienced massive layoffs, resulting in 220,000 fewer teachers in 
the classroom in 2011 than 2009 and an increase in the student-teacher ratio of 5.9 

48  Id. at 27.

49  Id. at 42. 

50  Sara e. rIX, aarP PublIC PolICy INSTITuTe, reCoverINg FroM The greaT reCeSSIoN: loNg STruggle ahead For older 
aMerICaNS (May 2011).

51  lorI TrawINSKI, aarP PublIC PolICy INSTITuTe, NIghTMare oN MaIN STreeT: older aMerICaNS aNd The MorTgage CrISIS, 
aarP PublIC PolICy INSTITuTe, at 4 (July 2012), available at http://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/public_
policy_institute/cons_prot/2012/nightmare-on-main-street-AARP-ppi-cons-prot.pdf.

52  PhIllIP lovell & JulIa b. ISaaCS, CeNTer oN ChIldreN aNd FaMIlIeS, FaMIlIeS oF The reCeSSIoN: uNeMPloyed PareNTS 
& TheIr ChIldreN, eCoNoMIC STudIeS 1 (revised June, 2010), available at http://www.brookings.edu/research/
papers/2010/01/14-families-recession-isaacs.

53  Id. at 2 (citing Phillip Lovell and Barbara Duffield, Creating Jobs and Supporting Homeless Students. Washington, 
DC: First Focus Campaign for Children and National Association for the Education of Homeless Children and 
Youth, 2010. [Forthcoming]).

54  Id.  

55  Id.  
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percent.56  The long-term effect of this increased ratio is lower future wages for American 
children—“a per-student, per-year loss of nearly $1,000 in future earnings” or a total 
present value of $49.3 billion in foregone earnings.57

Unemployment can also reduce educational achievements generally “by threat-
ening early childhood nutrition; reducing families’ abilities to provide a supportive 
learning environment (including adequate health care, summer activities, and stable 
housing); and by forcing a delay or abandonment of college plans.”58  Also, a delay or 
reduction in college attendance forgoes the benefits of a college education, such as 
higher earnings, lower unemployment, better health, and lower incarceration rates.59  

 

56  MIChael greeNSToNe & adaM looNey, brooKINgS, a reCord deClINe IN goverNMeNT JobS: IMPlICaTIoNS For The eCoNoMy 
aNd aMerICa’S worKForCe (Aug. 3, 2012). 

57  Id.

58  JohN IroNS, eCoN. PolICy INST., eCoNoMIC SCarrINg: The loNg-TerM IMPaCTS oF The reCeSSIoN, ePI brIeFINg PaPer 243 at 
1 (Sept. 30, 2009).

59  Id. at 5.
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A Jan. 10, 2009 photo shows “bank repo” and “foreclosure for sale” signs outside a foreclosed home in Houston. Foreclosure sales plunged 25 percent in the July-September 
quarter versus the April-June period and tumbled 31 percent from the third quarter last year, foreclosure listing firm RealtyTrac Inc. said Thursday, Dec. 2, 2010. 
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2. desTroyed household WealTh: There has been a steep decline 
in household wealth, including massive losses in real estate value 
and retirement accounts 

Another profoundly important measure of the financial crisis is the vast amount 
of accumulated household wealth that was simply destroyed.  Household wealth or 
household net worth is the difference between the value of assets and liabilities held by 
U.S. households.  Assets fall into two categories, financial and non-financial.  The larg-
est class of financial assets is retirement accounts, and the largest class of non-financial 
assets is homes.  Together, they represent approximately 43% of all household assets.60  

Data on household wealth provides a useful insight to the economic circumstances 
of the population.  It “indicates the extent to which households have savings to draw 
on in the event of unemployment or illness;” “sheds light on the question of how well 
prepared today’s working households will be to finance consumption during retire-
ment;” and “provides indications of households’ ability to service their debts, including 
their potential vulnerability to default or bankruptcy.”61  

Following its approximately $74 trillion peak in July 2007, real household wealth 
declined to approximately $55 trillion in January 2009.62  Accordingly, households 
lost $19 trillion in wealth during the peak crisis years. (See Figure 8).  As a result, real 
median family net worth fell 38.8 percent, “erasing almost two decades of accumu-
lated prosperity.”63

60  board oF goverNorS oF The Fed. reServe SyS., Fed. reServe bulleTIN vol. 99 No. 2, ChaNgeS IN u.S. FaMIly FINaNCeS 
FroM 2007 To 2010: evIdeNCe FroM The Survey oF CoNSuMer FINaNCeS 23-24, 42 (June 2012).

61  gerhard FrIeS eT al., Fed. reServe board oF goverNorS, The MeaSureMeNT oF houSehold wealTh uSINg Survey daTa: aN 
overvIew oF The Survey oF CoNSuMer FINaNCeS, at 1 (Mar. 1998); see also JeSSe  brICKer eT al., Fed. reServe board, SurveyINg 
The aFTerMaTh oF The STorM: ChaNgeS IN FaMIly FINaNCeS FroM 2007 To 2009, Frb FINaNCe aNd eCoNoMICS dISCuSSIoN SerIeS, 
No. 2011-17 (2011) (discussing changes to household wealth from 2007-2009). 

62  Federal reServe Flow oF FuNdS (Adjusted to 2012 dollars using the personal consumption expenditures chain 
price index).

63  board oF goverNorS oF The Fed. reServe SyS., Fed. reServe bulleTIN vol. 99 No. 2, ChaNgeS IN u.S. FaMIly FINaNCeS 
FroM 2007 To 2010: evIdeNCe FroM The Survey oF CoNSuMer FINaNCeS 1, 17 (June 2012), available at http://www.
federalreserve.gov/econresdata/scf/scf_2010.htm; Binyamin Appelbaum, Family Net Worth Drops to Level of Early 
‘90s, Fed Says, N.Y. TIMeS, June 11, 2012 (emphasis added).
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fig. 8

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (adjusted to 2012 dollars using the personal 
consumption expenditures chain price index)

One component of total household wealth—equity investments—saw a dramatic 
fall during the crisis:   The stock market fell by more than 50 percent in just 18 months, 
from October 2007 until March of 2009, representing $11 trillion in evaporated wealth.64  
Although the stock market has regained some lost ground, even including the stock 
market increases since the crisis lows, the total loss in household wealth today remains 
at no less than $11 trillion.  

Moreover, the rebound in equities is small comfort to the millions of investors who 
liquidated their positions during the crisis out of sheer panic, the need for funds due 
to retirement, or the flight to safer investments such as bonds.  Whatever the reason, 
these investors sustained permanent loss of wealth, notwithstanding the more recent 
upward trend in the market.  Finally, the recovery in the market has been fragile at 
best, marked by volatility and fears that it may suffer major reverses any day.  This in 

64  Fed. reServe baNK oF ST. louIS, Fred eCoNoMIC daTa, dow JoNeS INduSTrIal average (dJIa) (2011), available at 
https://research.stlouisfed.org/; Peter A. McKay, US Stocks Slip As Early Rally Evaporates; DJIA Down 7, MarKeTwaTCh, 
Mar. 6 2009, http://www.marketwatch.com/story/us-stocks-slip-as-early-rally.

[2012$ trillions]
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turn has discouraged many investors from attempting to recoup losses they sustained 
upon exiting the market during the height of the crisis.

In addition, from 2007-2010, median family income fell 7.7 percent, from $49,600 
to $45,800.65 (See Figure 9, showing, in the last two data bars, the dramatic fall in 
medium family income from 2007-2010).  With less income, families are less able to 
save for their futures and pay down their debts, which in turn lowers household wealth.  
Indeed, “from 2007 to 2010, the proportion of families that reported that they had saved 
anything in the preceding year fell substantially, from 56.4 percent to 52.0 percent.”66

fig. 9

The damage done by the drop in household wealth and income is difficult to 
overstate.  Not only is the reduction in income and wealth damaging on an absolute 
basis, it is also happening at the very worst time.  Just as un- and under-employment 
have surged, home values have dropped, making access to equity lines difficult if not 
impossible; savings and investments have decreased (many dramatically and some 

65  Id. 

66  board oF goverNorS oF The Fed. reServe SyS., Fed. reServe bulleTIN vol. 99 No. 2, ChaNgeS IN u.S. FaMIly FINaNCeS 
FroM 2007 To 2010: evIdeNCe FroM The Survey oF CoNSuMer FINaNCeS 15 (June 2012).
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entirely); and yields on what is left are minimal.67 Thus, trends have combined to rob 
the middle class of economic lifelines that might have been otherwise available to help 
them get through difficult economic times.  And, as set forth below, the government’s 
ability to help has been similarly impaired as state and local governments have been 
forced to slash programs and personnel to balance their budgets.  Similarly, the federal 
government’s ability to provide assistance is severely limited due to the deficit and the 
political impasse over federal spending.

 � home value declines:

A major component of household wealth in the U.S. is houses.  According to the 
Federal Reserve’s analysis of Corelogic data, home values have declined 34 percent since 
their 2006 peak through the end of 2011,68 representing $7 trillion in lost homeowner 
equity.69  Additionally, this is the fourth consecutive year with a decrease in home prices,70 
which are now at 2002 levels.71  Although home values have improved slightly since the 
end of 2011, as of June 2012 the peak-to-current change was negative 29 percent.”72 

Highlighting just how historically bad the state of housing is, the decline in real 
housing prices greatly exceeds the decline witnessed during the Great Depression.73  
According to the 2012 Economic Report of the President:

[T]he decline in inflation-adjusted home prices was unprecedented in 
the post-World War I U.S. economic experience in both its severity and 
its geographic scope. Some of the regional housing recessions—notably 
in California and New England in the early 1990s—generated sharp and 
long-lasting price declines, but neither was as steep and prolonged as 
the current episode.  And during the Great Depression, the only other 
instance of nationwide price declines since WWI, much of the comparably-
sized decline in nominal home prices was offset by a concurrent drop in 

67  As briefly mentioned above, one of the often-ignored disadvantages of the Fed’s zero interest rate policy 
is that it produces ultra-low yielding savings and investment opportunities.  Thus, although such low rates 
provide some benefits by lowering the cost of residential mortgages, they actually prevent the middle class from 
maintaining or rebuilding their depleted financial resources. 

68 CorelogIC, deCeMber hoMe PrICe INdeX gIveS FIrST looK aT Full-year 2011 PrICe ChaNgeS (Feb. 2, 2012), available 
at http://www.corelogic.com/about-us/news/corelogic-december-home-price-index-gives-first-look-at-full-year-
2011-price-changes.aspx.

69  board oF goverNorS oF The Fed. reServe SyS., whITe PaPer, The u.S. houSINg MarKeT: CurreNT CoNdITIoNS aNd PolICy 
CoNSIderaTIoNS, at 3 (Jan. 4, 2012).

70  CorelogIC, JuNe hoMe PrICe INdeX rISeS 2.5 PerCeNT—rePreSeNTINg FourTh CoNSeCuTIve year-over-year INCreaSe (Aug. 
7, 2012), available at http://www.corelogic.com/about-us/researchtrends/asset_upload_file480_16164.pdf.

71 Les Christie, Home prices fall to 2002 levels, CNNMoNey, Mar. 27, 2012, http://money.cnn.com/2012/03/27/
real_estate/home-prices/index.htm.

72  Id.

73  eCoNoMIC rePorT oF The PreSIdeNT 2011, at 33-34 (Feb. 2011).
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general price levels, so the decline in real housing values was only about 
one-quarter as large as the one we recently experienced.74

The comparison of these housing “busts,” based on S&P/Case-Shiller data, is set 
forth in Figure 10:

fig. 10

Source: eCoNoMIC rePorT oF The PreSIdeNT 2012, at 101 (Feb. 2012).

This sharp decline in housing prices coupled with poor lending practices led to 
increased debt to asset ratios, resulting in numerous foreclosures and delinquencies.  
Over 11 million homeowners own homes worth less than their mortgages, or about 
22.8 percent of all residential properties with a mortgage.75  Since 2008, at least 3.7 
million homes—and by some accounts 5 million homes—have been foreclosed.76  The 

74  eCoNoMIC rePorT oF The PreSIdeNT 2012, at 101 (Feb. 2012).

75  CorelogIC, CorelogIC rePorTS NegaTIve eQuITy deCreaSeS IN FIrST QuarTer oF 2012 (July 12, 2012), available at 
http://www.corelogic.com/about-us/researchtrends/asset_upload_file912_15196.pdf; JoINT CeNTer For houSINg 
STudIeS oF harvard uNIverSITy, The STaTe oF The NaTIoN’S houSINg 11 (2011).

76  CorelogIC, CorelogIC rePorTS 60,000 CoMPleTed ForeCloSureS IN JuNe (July 31, 2012); Still Depressed, After All 
These Years, N.Y. TIMeS, June 23, 2012, at SR12.
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average duration of delinquencies on loans that are 90 or more days delinquent was 
374 days as of April 2011.77  In contrast, in early 2008, the average was 192 days. 

The loss of household wealth from housing-related debt and declines in house 
prices also affects GDP since consumer spending decreases as home values fall.78  Thus, 
research shows that because of the negative effect on aggregate demand, higher lev-
els of household debt are proving to be a substantial obstacle to overall economic 
recovery.79 

Additionally, homeowners whose mortgages are underwater, with negative equity 
and rising interest rates, are less socially mobile over time.80  Mobility rates for home-
owners with negative equity in their homes are almost 50 percent lower than those who 
have positive equity.81  Less social mobility exacerbates unemployment, employment, 
and re-employment problems because of “inefficient matching in the labor market, 
as some households will not be able to move to access better jobs in alternative labor 
markets.”82 

Although believed to be more housing secure than younger people, home foreclo-
sures have also negatively impacted older Americans.  From 2007 to 2011, more than 
1.5 million Americans over the age of 50 lost their homes to foreclosure because of the 
crisis.83  Another 3.5 million home loans made to older Americans were underwater as 
of December 2011.  Unsurprisingly, older Americans recovering from a foreclosure have 
a much more difficult time  “as a result of fewer working years remaining in which to 
rebuild their financial security.”84

Moreover, an estimated 8 million American children are directly affected by the 
ongoing foreclosures: 2.3 million children have already lost their homes to foreclosure, 
3 million children are at serious risk of foreclosure, and 3 million children have either 

77  raJdeeP SeNguPTa & bryaN J. NoeTh, Fed. reServe baNK oF ST. louIS, SoMe CloSure oN ForeCloSureS? (July 2011).

78  See aTIF MIaN & aMIr SuFI, Fed. reServe baNK oF SaN FraNCISCo, CoNSuMerS aNd The eCoNoMy, ParT II: houSehold debT 
aNd The weaK u.S. reCovery, FrbSF eCoNoMIC leTTer (Jan. 18, 2011) (measuring differences in auto sales among high 
household and low household debt countries to illustrate the relationship between residential investment and 
durable consumption).

79  Id.  

80  FerNaNdo FerreIra eT al., Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., houSINg buSTS aNd houSehold MobIlITy, No. 350 (Aug. 28, 
2008), available at http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/staff_reports/sr350.html.

81  Id.  

82  Id. at 18-19.

83  lorI TrawINSKI, aarP PublIC PolICy INSTITuTe, NIghTMare oN MaIN STreeT: older aMerICaNS aNd The MorTgage CrISIS 
1 (July 2012), available at http://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/public_policy_institute/cons_
prot/2012/nightmare-on-main-street-AARP-ppi-cons-prot.pdf.

84  Id.
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been evicted or face eviction from rental property.85  As a result, these children face 
“harsher and less supportive parenting;” a negative impact on their mental and physical 
health; and relocation, which frequently leads to a decline in academic performance, 
yet additional destruction of human capital leading to lower future GDP.86   

 � drop in retirement accounts

Retirement accounts are another form of lost household wealth, which has had 
an especially significant and painful impact on seniors.  As of March 2009, retirement 
accounts had lost $3.4 trillion, or 40 percent in value.87  

Although accounts may rebound for relatively young adults, with negligible con-
sequences, for those at or near retirement age during the crisis, irreversible harm was 
inflicted.  Such social harms included the inability to meet basic needs, the need to 
return to the workforce in a low wage job, and an overall loss of quality of life during 
retirement.

According to survey published in 2010, “[m]any people approaching retirement 
suffered substantial losses in their retirement accounts.”88  Twenty-five percent of the 
respondents between the ages of 50 and 59 reported losing more than 35 percent of 
their retirement savings, and “some of them locked in their losses prior to the partial 
recovery in the stock market by selling out.”89  Because of unemployment, some people 
retired early, leading to reduced economic resources for their futures.90 

85  JulIa b. ISaaCS, brooKINgS, The oNgoINg IMPaCT oF ForeCloSureS oN ChIldreN 2 (Apr.  2012), available at http://
www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2012/4/18%20foreclosures%20children%20isaacs/0418_
foreclosures_children_isaacs.

86  Id. at 4-6.

87  MaurICIo SoTo, urbaN INSTITuTe, how IS The FINaNCIal CrISIS aFFeCTINg reTIreMeNT SavINgS? (Mar. 10, 2009).  

88  MIChael d. hurd & SuSaMM rohwedder, NaT’l bureau oF eCoN. reSearCh, eFFeCTS oF The FINaNCIal CrISIS aNd greaT 
reCeSSIoN oN aMerICaN houSeholdS, Nber worKINg PaPer No. 16047, at 21 (Sept. 2010). 

89  Id.  

90  Id.
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Full page photo:  Two headlines (NYT and Wash. Post), slanted in relation to each 
other
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3. goVernmenT BailouTs and supporT:  in response to the 
crisis, the u.s. government has spent, lent, guaranteed, pledged, 
committed, or otherwise used trillions of dollars to prevent a 
complete financial collapse and second Great Depression, and these 
expenditures have resulted in, among other things, a substantial 
increase in government debt  

 In response to the crisis, the U.S. government took unprecedented actions—rep-
resenting trillions of dollars—in an attempt to stop the complete collapse of the financial 
system and a second Great Depression.  Most significantly, the federal government, on 
February 23, 2009, announced that the full faith and credit of the United States would 
stand behind the financial system, as set forth in this historic policy statement:

A strong, resilient financial system is necessary to facilitate a broad and 
sustainable economic recovery.  The U.S. government stands firmly behind 
the banking system during this period of financial strain to ensure it will 
be able to perform its key function of providing credit to households and 
businesses.  The government will ensure that banks have the capital and 
liquidity they need to provide the credit necessary to restore economic 
growth.  Moreover, we reiterate our determination to preserve the viabil-
ity of systemically important financial institutions so that they are able to 
meet their commitments.91

In addition to effectively nationalizing the U.S. financial system, the U.S. govern-
ment spent, lent, guaranteed, pledged, committed, or otherwise used trillions of dollars 
in bailouts of Wall Street and the broader financial system as well as emergency programs 
to respond to the economic crisis.  The value of the government’s total commitment 
of support, provided through some 50 separate programs, is estimated at not less than 
$23.7 trillion.92  This government spending, coupled with losses in revenue resulting 
from the economic crisis, has cost trillions of dollars and produced large increases in 
government debt.  Specifically, the actual spending to respond to these crises is esti-
mated to increase the national debt by $8 trillion as of 2018.93  

One result of all these emergency actions is a substantial loss of fiscal capacity.  
Fiscal capacity measures a country’s ability to finance larger fiscal deficits without nega-

91  JoINT STaTeMeNT by The TreaSury, FdIC, oCC, oTS, aNd The Federal reServe (Feb. 23, 2009) (full statement available 
at http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/20090223a.htm).

92 oFFICe oF The SPeCIal INSPeCTor geN. For The Troubled aSSeT relIeF PrograM, QuarTerly reP. To CoNgreSS, 137 (July 21, 
2009).

93  SIMoN JohNSoN & JaMeS KwaK, whITe houSe burNINg: The FouNdINg FaTherS, our NaTIoNal deFeNSe, aNd why IT 
MaTTerS To you, 99 (Pantheon Books 2012) (citing CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, The budgeT aNd eCoNoMIC ouTlooK (Jan. 
2008); CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, The budgeT aNd eCoNoMIC ouTlooK: aN uPdaTe (Aug. 2009)).
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tively impacting its macroeconomic performance or standing in financial markets.94  
With adequate fiscal capacity, a country can borrow to deal with cyclical downturns 
or crisis developments.  However, with less fiscal capacity, such as the level we now 
have as a result of large increases in government debt caused by fighting the crises, 
the government is, and will be for some time to come, less able to deal with future 
cyclical downturns or crises.  

The measures adding to government debt include:

 � economic stimulus act of 2008:  One of the first responses to the looming 
financial disaster was the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008 signed by President 
Bush on February 13, 2008.95  Among other things, the act provided individuals 
with tax rebates and businesses with tax breaks, but cost American taxpayers 
$152 billion in 2008.96 

 � Tarp: In an attempt to prevent the complete collapse of the financial system in 
2008, Congress authorized $700 billion for the Troubled Asset Relief Program 
(“TARP”) to “restore liquidity and stability to the financial system of the United 
States.”97  In July 2010, the Dodd-Frank Act reduced this authority to $475 billion.  
As of July 2012,  Treasury estimates that $416.38 billion in TARP funds have been 
disbursed:98  

[A]s of June 30, 2012, [Treasury] had written off or realized losses of 
$15.6 billion that taxpayers will never get back, leaving $93.5 billion 
in TARP funds outstanding.  These amounts do not include $4.5 bil-
lion in TARP funds spent on housing programs, which are designed as 
a Government subsidy, with no repayments to taxpayers expected.99  

94 Fiscal capacity is the potential to use the government budget to achieve a goal without damaging its overall 
financial position, including its ability to meet its obligations and borrow when necessary.  See, e.g., PeTer S. heller, 
IMF, uNderSTaNdINg FISCal SPaCe, IMF PolICy dISCuSSIoN PaPer, PdP/05/4 (2005).

95 Pub. L. No. 110–185, 122 Stat. 613 (2008).

96 See CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, CoST eSTIMaTe: h.r. 5140 eCoNoMIC STIMuluS aCT oF 2008 (Feb. 11, 2008), available at 
http://www.cbo.gov/doc.cfm?index=8973&zzz=36540.

97 See The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-343, 122 Stat. 3765 (2008).  

98 u.S. dePT. oF TreaSury, TarP MoNThly 105(a) reP.- July 2012, Figure 2 (Aug. 10, 2012).

99 oFFICe oF The SPeCIal INSPeCTor geN. For The Troubled aSSeT relIeF PrograM, QuarTerly reP. To CoNgreSS, 37 (July 25, 
2012).
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Recently revised estimates suggest the lifetime, out-of-pocket cost of TARP will be 
between $32 and $78 billion,100 but, as discussed further below, the real cost to 
U.S. taxpayers was substantially higher. 

 � supplemental appropriations act of 2008: Title IV of the Supplemental 
Appropriations Act of 2008,101 created the Emergency Unemployment 
Compensation (“EUC08”) program, a new temporary unemployment insurance 
program to extend unemployment insurance for an additional 13 weeks for those 
who exhaust their regular benefits.102  The Act increased projected outlays by $13 
billion through 2009.103 

 � arra: As the economic calamity resulting from the financial crisis continued to 
worsen, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“ARRA”) provided 
a stimulus package and tax relief in the amount of $787 billion.104  According to 
the Congressional Budget Office (“CBO”), ARRA will increase the federal budget 
deficit by $831 billion over the 2009-2019 period.105

 � Worker, homeownership, and Business assistance act of 2009: To build on 
ARRA, Congress passed the Worker, Homeownership, and Business Assistance Act 
of 2009,106 which extended and expanded the Homebuyers Tax Credit, cut taxes 
for struggling businesses, and provided 20 additional weeks of unemployment 
insurance.107  The Congressional Budget Office (“CBO”) estimated that the Act 
would increase direct spending by $6.6 billion over the 2010-2019 period and 
“reduce revenues by $39.0 billion in 2010, but yield a net increase in revenues of 
$6.7 billion over both the 2010-2014 and 2010-2019 periods.”108  Accordingly, 
the CBO projected that the Act would increase the deficit in 2010 by $44.7 
billion, and that thereafter, the Act would reduce the deficit by $37 million over 
the 2010-2019 period. 

100  Id. at 42, Table 2.3.

101  Pub. L. No. 110- 252, 122 Stat. 2323 (2008).

102  CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, The budgeT aNd eCoNoMIC ouTlooK: aN uPdaTe, at 56 (Sept. 2008).

103  Id.

104  Pub. L. No. 111-5, 123 Stat. 115 (2009). MIChael gruNwald, The New New deal: The hIddeN STory oF ChaNge 
IN The obaMa era (Simon & Schuster) (2012)

105  CBO 2012 to 2022 Outlook, supra note 14, at 8-9.

106  Pub. L. No. 111-92, 123 Stat. 2984 (2009).

107  oFFICe oF The PreSS SeCreTary, The whITe houSe, FaCT SheeT: The worKer, hoMeowNerShIP, aNd buSINeSS aSSISTaNCe 
aCT oF 2009 (Nov. 6, 2009), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/fact-sheet-worker-
homeownership-and-business-assistance-act-2009.

108  CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, CoST eSTIMaTe: H.R. 3548 (Nov. 25, 2009).
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 � other health insurance extensions: Additionally, the Department of Defense 
Appropriations Act of 2010109 amended ARRA to extend Consolidated Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act (“COBRA”) subsidies to continue health insurance 
coverage for  the unemployed.  The COBRA subsidy was later extended by the 
Temporary Extension Act of 2010,110 and again by the Continuing Extension Act 
of 2010.111  As a result, millions of unemployed workers were able to continue 
their health care coverage.112 

 � other extensions of unemployment insurance: The EUC08 program created 
by the Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2008 has been repeatedly amended 
to continue providing unemployment benefits beyond the normal period.  The 
first amendment was the Unemployment Compensation Extension Act of 2008.113  
According to CBO estimates, the Act increased spending by $5.7 billion in 2009 
and decreased revenues by $8 million over the 2009-2018 period.114  Likewise, 
ARRA; the Worker, Homeownership, and Business Assistance Act of 2009; the 
Department of Defense Appropriations Act of 2010; the Temporary Extension Act 
of 2010; and the Continuing Extension Act of 2010, mentioned above, contained 
provisions to continue the EUC08 program.  The Unemployment Compensation 
Extension Act of 2010115 also extended the length of time unemployed persons 
could receive benefits.  The Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, 
and Job Creation Act of 2010116 again extended unemployment insurance for an 
additional 13 months.  According to the White House, this extension “provides 
crucial economic security to American families,” and “while 14 million people 
received federally supported unemployment insurance benefits through October 
2010, an additional 26 million people living in their households benefitted 

109  Pub. L. No. 111-118, 123 Stat. 3409 (2009).

110  Pub. L. No. 111-144, 124 Stat. 42 (2010). 

111  Pub. L. No. 111-157, 124 Stat. 1116 (2010).

112  An estimated “9.3 million adult Americans. . . lost health insurance due to a higher unemployment 
rate alone during the 2007-09 recession.” JohN Cawley eT al., NaT’l bureau oF eCoN. reSearCh, The IMPaCT oF The 
MaCroeCoNoMy oN healTh INSuraNCe Coverage: evIdeNCe FroM The greaT reCeSSIoN, worKINg PaPer No. 17600 (Nov. 
2011), available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w17600.

113  Pub. L. No. 110–449, 122 Stat. 5014 (2008).

114  CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, CoST eSTIMaTe oF h.r. 6867 (Dec. 2008), available at http://www.cbo.gov/doc.
cfm?index=9951&zzz=38396.

115  Pub. L. No. 111-205, 124 Stat. 2236 (2010).

116  Pub. L. No. 111– 312, 124 Stat. 3296 (2010).
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indirectly.”117  The Act also included a tax cut package, and provided for a reduced 
payroll tax, all intended to stimulate the economy. 

 � payroll Tax Cuts: The Temporary Payroll Tax Cut Continuation Act of 2011118 
continued for two months the reduced payroll tax provided under the Tax Relief, 
Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010.119

 � Additional Job Creation Legislation: In light of rising unemployment, Congress 
passed the Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act of 2010,120 which 
provided tax breaks and incentives for businesses to hire and retain previously 
unemployed workers.  Additional job creation legislation was passed under the FAA 
Air Transportation Modernization and Safety Improvement Act,121 which provided 
$10 billion for education jobs.  The Act also included a $16.1 billion extension of 
the Federal Medical Assistance Percentages program.

 � small Business assistance: To further combat rampant unemployment and assist 
small businesses, the Small Business Jobs Act of 2010122 created the State Small 
Business Credit Initiative (“SSBCI”) and the Small Business Lending Fund (“SBLF”), 
which are currently being administered by Treasury.  SSBCI provides federal grants 
to state programs that support lending to small businesses and was allocated 
$1.5 billion from the Jobs Act.123  SBLF is a $30 billion fund that provides capital 
to qualified community banks with assets of less than $10 billion to encourage 
their lending to small businesses.124

117  The whITe houSe, oFFICe oF The PreSS SeCreTary, The TaX relIeF, uNeMPloyMeNT INSuraNCe reauThorIzaTIoN, aNd Job 
CreaTIoN aCT oF 2010: wIN For woMeN, MoTherS aNd worKINg FaMIlIeS (Dec. 10, 2010), http://www.whitehouse.gov/
the-press-office/2010/12/10/tax-relief-unemployment-insurance-reauthorization-and-job-creation-act-2.

118  Pub. L. No. 112-78, 125 Stat. 1280 (2011).

119  CBO 2012 to 2022 Outlook, supra note 14, at 1.

120  Pub. L. No. 111-147, 124 Stat. 71 (2010).

121  Pub. L. No. 111-226, 124 Stat. 2389 (2010).

122  Pub. L. No. 111-240, 124 Stat. 2504 (2010).

123  u.S. dePT. oF TreaSury, STaTe SMall buSINeSS CredIT INITIaTIve (SSbCI) (Mar. 2012), http://www.treasury.gov/
resource-center/sb-programs/Pages/ssbci.aspx.

124  u.S. dePT. oF TreaSury, overvIew oF The SMall buSINeSS leNdINg FuNd (Mar. 28, 2011), available at http://www.
treasury.gov/resource-center/sb-programs/Documents/SBLF_Fact_Sheet_03-28-11.pdf. 
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A Closer look At the strUggles oF smAll BUsiness

As a result of the crisis, businesses—many of them Main Street small 
businesses—were forced to close because their customers became unem-
ployed, household spending dropped precipitously, and access to credit 
and capital froze.  “Between 2008 and 2009, the number of new busi-
nesses founded is estimated to have dropped 11.8 percent, from 626,400 
to 552,600, and the number of bankruptcies rose 40 percent, from 43,546 
to 60,837.”125  This is particularly troubling since small businesses are a 
large source of job creation.  Between 1993 and 2009, small businesses 
“accounted for 9.8 million of the 15 million net new private sector jobs 
created . . .—nearly two out of every three of the period’s net new jobs.”126  
To address this concern, multiple laws were passed to reduce taxes and 
improve access to capital and credit, including the Small Business Jobs 
Act, the Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act, and the Tax Relief, 
Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act, and 
provisions of ARRA.

 � homebuyer Tax Credits: Building on the Worker, Homeownership, and Business 
Assistance Act of 2009, the Homebuyer Assistance and Improvement Act of 2010127 
extended the application deadline of the homebuyer tax credit.

 � student loan purchases: Under the authority granted by the Ensuring Continued 
Access to Student Loans Act of 2008,128 the U.S. Department of Education has 
purchased $219 billion in federally-backed student loans made by private lenders.129 

 � automotive industry encouragement: The Car Allowance Rebate System, also 
known as “Cash for Clunkers,” provided $3 billion in federal funds to boost 
automobile sales and place safer, more fuel-efficient cars on the roads.130  

125  eCoNoMIC rePorT oF The PreSIdeNT 2011, at 143 (Feb. 2011) (emphasis added).

126  Id. at 144.

127  Pub. L. No. 111-198, 124 Stat. 1356 (2010).

128  Pub. L. No. 110-350, 122 Stat. 3947 (2008). 

129  u.S. dePT. oF eduC., loaN PurChaSe PrograM aCTIvITy Reports (Nov. 1, 2010), http://federalstudentaid.ed.gov/
ffelp/reports.html.

130  See Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-32, 123 Stat. 1859, Title XIII The Consumer 
Assistance to Recycle and Save Program (C.A.R.S.) (2009).  
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 � gse Bailouts: Through Treasury’s authority to stabilize the housing market under 
the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008,131 signed into law by President 
Bush on July 30, 2008, the Government Sponsored Enterprises, Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac,  were placed into conservership and run by the government.  As of 
March 2011, the cost of this bailout is estimated at $359 billion.132

 � federal reserve spending: “Since the beginning of the financial market turmoil 
in August 2007, the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet has grown in size and has 
changed in composition. Total assets of the Federal Reserve have increased 
significantly from $869 billion on August 8, 2007, to well over $2 trillion as of 
August 2012.”133  (See Figure 11).

fig. 11

recent Balance sheet Trends: factors affecting reserve Balances

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

 ¾ To provide liquidity to the mortgage markets, the Federal Reserve purchased 
a total of $1.25 trillion of GSE mortgage-backed securities as of March 
2010, and purchased $172.1 billion of GSE debt as of December 2011.134  
“The Federal Reserve also purchased $300 billion in longer-term Treasury 
securities in 2009 to improve interest rate conditions in mortgage and 

131  Pub. L. No. 110–289, 122 Stat. 2850 (2008).

132  STaTeMeNT oF deborah luCaS, aSSISTaNT dIreCTor For FINaNCIal aNalySIS, CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, The budgeTary CoST oF 
FaNNIe Mae aNd FreddIe MaC aNd oPTIoNS For The FuTure Federal role IN The SeCoNdary MorTgage MarKeT, beFore The CoMM. 
oN The budgeT u.S. houSe oF rePreSeNTaTIveS, 3, 11 (June 2, 2011).

133  board oF goverNorS oF The Fed. reServe SyS., reCeNT balaNCe SheeT TreNdS, http://www.federalreserve.gov/
monetarypolicy/bst_recenttrends.htm.

134  oFFICe oF MgMT. & budgeT, eXeC. oFFICe oF The PreSIdeNT, aNalyTICal PerSPeCTIveS: budgeT oF The u.S. goverNMeNT, 
FISCal year 2013, 35 (2012).
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other private credit markets.”135  In 2010, the Fed announced its intention 
to purchase up to $600 billion of additional long-term Treasury securities 
to foster economic recovery through its “quantitative easing” program.136 

 ¾ Created in December 2007 and lasting until March 2010, the Term Auction 
Facility (“TAF”) provided short-term liquidity to banks.  “[I]n total, the 
Federal Reserve disbursed over $3.8 trillion in TAF loans.”137

 ¾ Other measures by the Federal Reserve to provide liquidity to banks were 
the Primary Credit Dealer Facility (“PCDF”) and the Term Securities Lending 
Facility (“TSLF”).  The PCDF was an “overnight loan facility that provided 
funding to primary dealers in exchange for a specified range of eligible 
collateral.”138  In the wake of the Lehman Brother’s failure, PDCF borrowing 
reached more than $140 billion in October 2008.139  “Under the TSLF, the 
[Fed] could lend up to an aggregate amount of $200 billion of Treasury 
securities . . . to primary dealers on a secured basis for a term of twenty-
eight days.”140 

 ¾ To provide “liquidity directly to borrowers and investors in key credit 
markets,” the Federal Reserve set up the Commercial Paper Funding Facility 
(“CPFF”),141 the Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual 
Fund Liquidity Facility (“AMLF”),142 the Money Market Investor Funding 

135  Id.  

136  Id.

137  Id.

138  Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., PrIMary dealer CredIT FaCIlITy, http://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/pdcf.html. 

139  TobIaS adrIaN eT al., Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., The Federal reServe’S PrIMary dealer CredIT FaCIlITy, CurreNT ISSueS IN 
eCoNoMICS aNd FINaNCe, vol. 15, No. 4, at 7 (Aug. 2009).

140  Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., 2010 aNNual reP. at 31 (2010).

141  See Federal reServe baNK oF N.y., CoMMerCIal PaPer FuNdINg FaCIlITy: FreQueNTly aSKed QueSTIoNS (Oct. 19, 2009), 
http://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/cpff_faq.html (“The Federal Reserve will not publicly disclose the individual 
issuers or the amounts provided to individual issuers by the CPFF.”); see also Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., TerM SeCurITIeS 
leNdINg FaCIlITy: FreQueNTly aSKed QueSTIoNS (June 25, 2009), http://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/tslf_faq.html.

142  See Fed. reServe, dISCouNT wINdow, aSSeT baCKed CoMMerCIal PaPer (abCP) MoNey MarKeT MuTual FuNd 
(MMMF) lIQuIdITy FaCIlITy (aMlF or “The FaCIlITy”) (Feb. 5, 2010), http://www.frbdiscountwindow.org/mmmf.
cfm?hdrID=14#f1 (expired Feb. 1, 2010).
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Facility (“MMIFF”),143 and the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility 
(“TALF”).144 

 ¾ Additionally, the Federal Reserve played a key role in several bailouts. For 
example, the Federal Reserve “extended a senior loan of approximately 
$28.8 billion” to finance the acquisition of assets by Maiden Lane LLC 
(“Maiden Lane I”) to facilitate the merger between Bear Stearns Companies, 
Inc. and JPMorgan Chase & Co. in March 2008.145  Through the use of 
TARP and non-TARP funds, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve committed 
$182 billion in government support to AIG, purchasing preferred AIG 
shares and extending credit through Maiden Lane II LLC and Maiden Lane 
III LLC.146  Moreover, the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, and the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, in January 2009, set aside funds to support 
Citigroup Inc. for possible losses up to $301 billion.147 

 ¾ To increase global liquidity, among other things, the Federal Reserve 
entered into currency swap agreements with foreign central banks, namely 
the Bank of Canada, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, European Central 
Bank, and Swiss National Bank.148   Via these swap lines, the Fed bailed 
out the foreign exchange markets with more than $2.9 trillion in October 
2008 alone and with more than $5.4 trillion of foreign exchange swaps in 
the three months following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.149  In fact, 
in October of 2008, the Fed explicitly announced that it would effectively 
guarantee the entire dollar swaps market by removing all limits on the 
ability of foreign central banks to access the Fed for foreign exchange 

143  The MMIFF, authorized under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act, provided liquidity to money market 
investors through Special Purpose Vehicles (“SPVs”). The SPVs were authorized “to purchase a maximum amount 
of $600 billion in eligible assets,” with the Federal Reserve Board having exposure to $540 billion.   Fed. reServe 
baNK oF N.y., MoNey MarKeT INveSTor FuNdINg FaCIlITy: FreQueNTly aSKed QueSTIoNS (June 25, 2009), http://www.
newyorkfed.org/markets/mmiff_faq.html.

144  See Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., TerM aSSeT-baCKed SeCurITIeS loaN FaCIlITy: TerMS aNd CoNdITIoNS (July 21, 2010), 
http://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/talf_terms.html; oFFICe oF MgMT. & budgeT, eXeC. oFFICe oF The PreSIdeNT, 
aNalyTICal PerSPeCTIveS: budgeT oF The u.S. goverNMeNT, FISCal year 2013, 35 (2012). 

145  Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., 2010 aNNual reP. at 33 (2010).

146  Id. at 34-35; see also u.S. dePT. oF TreaSury, TarP MoNThly 105(a) reP.- July 2012, 1 (Aug. 10, 2012).

147  Id. at 37 (Having publicly announced the federal support, no actual funding was necessary under this 
agreement. However, the commitment lasted a full year, until December 2009.).

148 See Fed. reServe baNK oF N.y., CeNTral baNK lIQuIdITy SwaPS, http://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/liquidity_
swap.html.

149  See Comment Letters from Better Markets to the Department of the Treasury, dated Nov. 29, 2010; 
Feb. 25, 2011; and Mar. 23, 2011, available at http://bettermarkets.com/sites/default/files/TREAS-Comment%20
Letter-%20ForEx%20Swaps-11%EF%80%A229%EF%80%A210.pdf; http://bettermarkets.com/sites/default/
files/Treas-%20Comment%20Letter%20(followup)-%20Forex%20Swaps%202-25-11.pdf; and http://
bettermarkets.com/sites/default/files/Treas-%20CL-%20meeting%20followup-%20FX%20exemption%203-23-
11.pdf.
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transactions:  “Accordingly, sizes of the reciprocal currency arrangements 
(swap lines) between the Federal Reserve and the [European central banks] 
will be increased to accommodate whatever quantity of U.S. dollar funding 
is demanded.” 150

The CBO has forecast that there will be no cash losses from these programs to 
aid banks.151  However, because Federal Reserve asset holdings are now riskier, it is 
exposed “to a considerably greater possibility of losses than its usual holdings of Trea-
sury securities” and “there is also a small chance that it will remit much less—or even 
nothing—if serious problems reemerge in the financial markets or the economy greatly 
weakens again.”152  Bearing these risks raises the economic cost of the Federal Reserve 
actions.  The impact of these risks is estimated by calculating the “fair value” subsidies 
conferred on participants in the Federal Reserve rescue programs.  The CBO projects 
that “the economic cost of the Federal Reserve System’s actions to stabilize the financial 
markets—which incorporates the risks to taxpayers”—totals about $21 billion.153 

Taking into account these same risks in supplying federal guarantees and emer-
gency credit support for troubled banks, it is clear that the TARP program in particular 
created a large loss for taxpayers.  TARP aid was provided on highly subsidized terms, 
which did not take into account the substantial risk to taxpayers.154  Indeed, many of 
the banks that received TARP funding were in such distress that they could not have 
obtained credit through normal commercial channels without paying an exorbitant 
interest rate—if they could have secured financing at all.   This high risk should have 
been reflected in an appropriately high rate of return to the government.  

Yet, based on estimates that TARP will cost somewhere between $32 and $78 
billion in actual dollars,155 the actual out of pocket rate of return to the U.S. govern-
ment on the program is obviously negative.  In stark contrast, financier Warren Buffett 
invested $5 billion in Goldman Sachs on September 23, 2008 through the purchase of 
preferred shares after the Fed rapidly approved its application to become a bank hold-
ing company fully backed by the federal government.  Mr. Buffet extracted a reported 

150  Fed. reServe board, PreSS releaSe (Oct. 13, 2012), available at http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/
press/monetary/20081013a.htm; see also Fed. reServe board, PreSS releaSe (Oct. 14, 2012), available at http://www.
federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20081014d.htm (making same announcement with respect to 
the Bank of Japan).

151  CoNg. budgeT oFFICe, The budgeTary IMPaCT aNd SubSIdy CoSTS oF The Federal reServe’S aCTIoNS durINg The FINaNCIal 
CrISIS, at 4-5 (May 2010).

152  Id. at 5.

153  Id. at 5-7.

154  See generally NeIl baroFSKy, baIlouT (Free Press) (2012).

155  oFFICe oF The SPeCIal INSPeCTor geN. For The Troubled aSSeT relIeF PrograM, QuarTerly reP. To CoNgreSS, 42, Table 
2.3 (July 25, 2012); u.S. dePT. oF TreaSury, TarP MoNThly 105(a) reP.- July 2012, 4 (Aug. 10, 2012).
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10% rate of return while being exposed to negligible risk.156  Thus, the U.S. govern-
ment should have received at least a 10% return on TARP funds,157 plus a significant 
risk-based interest rate premium.  The difference between the actual negative rate of 
return from TARP and the much higher risk adjusted rate of return that the government 
should have obtained serves as one measure of the substantial costs and risks to the 
U.S. taxpayer of these  programs.158

Moreover, the deterioration in the economy since 2008, with decreased tax rev-
enues and increased outlays for ongoing unemployment insurance, food stamps, and 
other safety-net programs is estimated to account for $3.5 trillion in extra deficits in 
2009 through 2018.159  The deficit attributable to TARP, Fannie, and Freddie from 2009-
2019 is $276 billion.  Furthermore, ARRA and many of the other recovery measures 
described above are estimated to “account for $1.4 trillion of the nearly $13 trillion in 
deficits over the 2009-2019 period.”160  According to CBO projections, 2012 marks the 
fourth consecutive year the budget deficit will have exceeded $1 trillion.161  In total, 
the economic downturn and all of the government bailouts and rescue measures will 
increase the nominal federal deficit from 2009 through 2019 by $5 trillion. 

Along with a reduction in revenues, these government expenditures and legisla-
tive responses to the crisis result in a loss of fiscal capacity.  This in turn has broader 
implications.

First, there is a drop in discretionary spending, which is much worse than the 
numbers tell because this is occurring at the same time that the need for such spending 
is increasing. (See Figure 12).  As a result, those who benefit from such spending (from 

156  Dean Baker, Buffett Tells Country, TARP Gave Over $1 Billion To Goldman Sachs, buS. INSIder, Mar. 18, 2011, 
available at http://articles.businessinsider.com/2011-03-18/wall_street/30072402_1_goldman-sachs-goldman-
tarp-money; Buffett boosts Goldman Sachs with $5-billion investment, LA TIMeS, Sept. 23, 2008, available at http://
latimesblogs.latimes.com/money_co/2008/09/warren-buffett.html. 

157  One could argue that the Buffet 10% return was the risk free rate given that the government had already 
made the implicit guarantee of the financial system explicit. 

158  See also CharleS w. CaloMIrIS & edward J. KaNe, Shadow FINaNCIal regulaTory CoMMITTee, STaTeMeNT oF The Shadow 
FINaNCIal regulaTory CoMMITTee oN TreaSury MISMeaSureMeNT oF The CoSTS oF Federal FINaNCIal STabIlITy PrograMS (May 7, 
2012).

159  KaThy a. ruFFINg & JaMeS r. horNey, CeNTer oN budgeT aNd PolICy PrIorITIeS, eCoNoMIC dowNTurN aNd buSh PolICIeS 
CoNTINue To drIve large ProJeCTed deFICITS: eCoNoMIC reCovery MeaSureS, FINaNCIal reSCueS have oNly TeMPorary IMPaCT, 
at 7 (May 10, 2011). 

160  Id. at 3 

161  CBO 2012 to 2022 Outlook, supra note 14, at 4.
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schools and hospitals to poor families and others in need) will not receive the funds 
necessary to help maintain, let alone improve, their quality of life.

fig. 12

Discretionary Spending

Source: Treasury

Second, a loss in fiscal capacity translates into a loss of the ability of the U.S. to 
head off or absorb the consequences of a future crisis, thus placing the economy at 
higher risk of (1) another crisis and (2) one that is worse than the current crisis.
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Parents and their babies wait for a newborn care class to begin on February 23, 2010 in Aurora, Colorado. The Metro Community Provider Network (MCPN), which treats low-
income patients, has seen more than a doubling of patients during the last year of recession, as more people have lost their jobs and traditional health insurance. 
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4. human suffering

Last but not least, and pervading the entire analysis, are the many difficult to 
quantify consequences of a financial crisis and a resulting recession, including hunger, 
depression, untreated injuries and illnesses, humiliation, crime, breakdowns in families 
and communities, and a loss of hope and faith in the American Dream.  These profound 
costs of the Great Recession, caused by the Wall Street financial crisis, are to some extent 
reflected in the following data:

 � The number of families falling below the poverty line has climbed steadily 
since 2007, rising from 12.5 to 15.1 percent in 2010.162   “The number of 
people in poverty in 2010  is the largest number in the 52 years for which poverty 
estimates have been published” by the U.S. Census Bureau. It amounts to 46.2 
million Americans living in poverty.  Additionally, the poverty rate is expected to 
rise, with forthcoming data from 2011 predicting levels unseen since 1965, before 
the institution of war on poverty programs, like Medicaid and Medicare. 163   

162  CarMeN deNavaS-walT eT al., u.S. CeNSuS bureau, INCoMe, PoverTy, aNd healTh INSuraNCe Coverage IN The uNITed 
STaTeS: 2010, at 14 (Sept. 2011).

163  Hope Yen, U.S. Poverty On Track To Rise To Highest Since 1960s, huFFINgToN PoST, July 22, 2012, available 
at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/22/us-poverty-level-1960s_n_1692744.html?view=print&comm_
ref=false.
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 � food stamps: Over 46 million, or about 15 percent, of Americans currently 
receive food stamps, about a 13 million increase from 2009,164 as a result of 
unemployment, loss of savings, and other consequences from the Wall Street-
caused Great Recession. The USDA estimated that the cost of food stamps in 2011 
was $71.8 billion. Indeed, “almost 18 million households [or about 1 and 7] had 
trouble putting food on the table last year, and . . .[in] about 7 million of those 
households, people didn’t have enough to eat.”165 

a Case study
Morris County, NJ

Middle class Americans have been forced to 
cope with the lasting and devastating effects of the 
financial crisis.  Those who were once able to make 
ends meet and put food on their tables for their 
families are finding it increasingly harder to do so.  
A recent news story highlights this phenomenon 
in Morris County, NJ where despite the fact that 
the median household income is over $91,000 
(83 percent above that of the nation) the number 
relying on food stamps has nearly tripled since the 
start of the recession.166  

The residents of Morris County, previously accustomed to living a 
comfortable life, now struggle to find work, depleting their savings and 
relying on food stamps to get by. For example, one husband and father of 
three went from a six-figure job, where he had worked for twenty years, 
to a shoe salesman earning $10 an hour.  Having spent his 401(k) trying 
to survive, he still faces imminent foreclosure. He and his family depend 
on food stamps to live.

Morris County, NJ was founded in 1739. It has a long and distinguished place in our country’s history.  For 
example, George Washington and the Continental Army encamped here in 1777 and in 1779 - 1780. 

164  USDA, SuPPleMeNTal NuTrITIoN aSSISTaNCe PrograM (July 26, 2012), http://www.fns.usda.gov/pd/34snap 
monthly.htm. 

165  Pam Fessler, Recession Still Hurting U.S. Families Trying to Put Food On The Table, NPR, Sept. 5, 2012, http://
www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2012/09/05/160623735/recession-still-hurting-u-s-families-trying-to-put-food-on-
the-table. 

166  Adam Reiss & Poppy Harlow, Living on food stamps in middle-class suburbia, CNNMoNey, June 12, 2012; see 
also u.S. CeNSuS bureau, SMall area INCoMe aNd PoverTy eSTIMaTeS For The uNITed STaTeS (2010), http://www.census.gov/
cgi-bin/saipe/national.cgi?year=2010&ascii=#SA91 (Median household income for the nation was $50,046 as of 
2010, while median household income for Morris County was $91,403). 
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 � school lunches:  The number of children receiving free or low-cost school lunches 
through the National School Lunch Program has surged in recent years.  To be 
eligible for a free meal, family income must be at or below 130 percent of the 
poverty line, or $29,965 for a family of four.167  To be eligible for a reduced-priced 
meal, family income must be between 130 percent and 185 percent of the poverty 
level, or between $29,965 and $42,643 for a family of four.  An estimated 22 
million received free or reduced-price lunch in 2011, a 22 percent increase from 
the 18 million children who did so in 2006-2007.168

Children at Wicklow elementary in sanford, florida, get lunch at the cafeteria, october 14, 2011. every weekday more 
than 200,000 hungry students in Central florida public schools line up to get lunch for free or a few cents because their 
families cannot afford to feed them. in osceola County the economy is so bad that seven out of every 10 students - 71% 
- are eligible for free or reduced price meals under the federally subsidized school lunch program.

 � suicide: “Suicide had consistently been the 11th cause of death at least since 
1999;” however, in 2008, suicide became the 10th leading cause of death.169  As 
of 2010, suicide remains in that ranking.170 

167  uSda, NaTIoNal SChool luNCh PrograM FaCT SheeT (June 2012), http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/lunch/
AboutLunch/NSLPFactSheet.pdf.  

168  USDA, NaTIoNal SChool luNCh PrograM: ParTICIPaTIoN aNd luNCheS Served (July 26, 2012), http://www.fns.usda.
gov/pd/slsummar.htm.

169  arIaldI M. MINIño eT al., NaTIoNal vITal STaTISTICS rePorTS, deaThS: FINal daTa For 2008, Vol. 59, No. 10, at 9 
(Dec. 7, 2011).

170  Sherry l. MurPhy eT al., NaTIoNal vITal STaTISTICS rePorTS, deaThS: PrelIMINary daTa For 2010, Vol. 60, No. 4, at 7 
(Jan. 11, 2012).
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Izabella Nance, 7, works on a crossword puzzle in her motel room at the Old Town Inn March 5, 2009 in West Sacramento, California. Brittney Nance and her family were 
evicted from the house they were renting after her husband, Steve Nance, lost his job. The couple and their three children are living in a budget motel while they save enough 
money for a deposit on a new rental home, but are finding it difficult as they pay nearly $1200 a month for the motel room. All five live in a small studio sized room with most 
of their belongings. 

 � homelessness:  The number of families using homeless shelters has increased.  
In fact, “the number of families with children that used homeless shelters at least 
once increased by about 30 percent from 2007 to 2009, to more than 170,000.”171 

171  JoINT CeNTer For houSINg STudIeS oF harvard uNIverSITy, The STaTe oF The NaTIoN’S houSINg 28 (2011).  
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Laurie Bowen holds one of the family’s cats while her daughter, Christina, chats with her grandson Damiyan. They started out living in tents, but the campground helped them 
move into this trailer. Her family ended up here after her husband lost his construction job. Some people hit hard by the economic recession have been living at the Timberline 
Campground for $325 a month which includes electricity, water, cable, internet, and a swimming pool. Some live in multiple tents, others in trailers. 
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a reVieW of The faCTs and Why They 
maTTer

1. Wall Street Has Inflicted the Worst Financial Crisis and Economic 
disaster since the great depression

After almost a decade of financial wilding that generated hundreds of billions of 
dollars in bonuses, Wall Street brought our financial markets to the brink of total col-
lapse in 2008 and 2009, and very nearly ushered in a second Great Depression.  That 
has cost the American people more than $12.8 trillion and has inflicted much, much 
more damage than dollars will ever be able to measure.

During the depths of the crisis, we witnessed an extraordinary decline in our 
markets and our economy by every measure:  

 � gross domestic product entered a dramatic slide.  From 2008 to 2011, the 
cumulative gap between actual and potential GDP rose to $3.6 trillion and is 
expected to reach $7.6 trillion by 2018.  

 � Government deficit spending to respond to the crises prevented the GDP loss 
from being even greater, in the estimated amount of $5.2 trillion.  As a result, the 
estimated actual and avoided GDP loss from 2008 to 2018 totals $12.8 trillion.  

 � The unemployment rate skyrocketed to 10.2 percent in October of 2009, 
representing 15.7 million workers.   Including under-employed and discouraged 
workers, 17. 5 percent or 26.9 million Americans were unemployed at the October 
2009 peak.

 � home values fell 34 percent from their peak in 2006 through 2011, representing 
$7 trillion in lost homeowner equity.  A total of at least 3.7 million homes—and 
by some accounts 5 million—have been lost to foreclosure since the crisis began.

 � median family income fell 7.7 percent, from $49,600 to $45,800, during the 
period from 2007 to 2010, and median family net worth fell 38.8 percent, “erasing 
almost two decades of accumulated prosperity.”

 � The stock market fell by more than 50 percent in just 18 months, from October 
2007 until March of 2009, representing $11 trillion in evaporated wealth.  As of 
March 2009, retirement accounts alone had lost $3.4 trillion in value.

 � federal reserve Board emergency actions and expenditures, including corporate 
bailouts, swap lines, special lending facilities, and extraordinary monetary policies 
are almost certainly well into the trillions of dollars.  The value of the government’s 
total commitment of support for the financial system, provided through some 
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50 separate programs, is estimated at $23.7 trillion, although the actual out-of-
pocket and avoided GDP loss are yet to be determined.

 � The poverty and human suffering caused by the crisis has been enormous and 
incalculable, encompassing all of the psychological and physical health effects 
that come with unemployment, poverty, homelessness, delayed retirements, 
abandoned college educations, increased crime rates, and lost healthcare.  The 
number of families falling below the poverty line has climbed steadily since 2007, 
rising from 12.5 to 15.1 percent, representing over 46 million individuals deemed 
poor.   “The ranks of America’s poor are on track to climb to levels unseen in 
nearly half a century.”

2. The effects of the Crisis Will Be felt for years if not decades to Come

Almost five years after the Great Recession began, we continue to suffer the many 
costs of the crisis—a testament to its depth, breadth, and durability.  While some ele-
ments of our markets and our economy have slowly begun to heal, the effects of the 
crisis are still intense, and many repercussions will be felt for years if not decades to 
come.  It is impossible to know when the crisis will be deemed “over,” but it is certain 
that at such time, the cumulative impact will be enormous—far greater in fact than it 
already is.  For example— 

 � Today, even though unemployment has dropped somewhat, the broadest 
measure of unemployment stands at 15%, or 23.1 million workers.  Moreover, 
unemployment is expected to remain at 8 percent through 2013 and remain 
above 7 percent until 2015.

 � Real GDP is expected to remain below potential GDP until at least 2018 and 
possibly beyond.  At that time, the cumulative shortfall in GDP relative to potential 
GDP and avoided lost GDP due to fiscal measures is estimated to reach $12.8 
trillion.

 � As of June 2012, home values had recovered only slightly, and they remained 29 
percent below their peak.  Millions of foreclosures lie ahead and 11 million homes 
remain underwater with mortgages greater than their values.

 � Although the stock market has regained some ground, many investors—particularly 
retirees—liquidated their positions during the crisis out of fear, necessity, or both, 
thereby sustaining permanent loss of wealth.  Further, many investors are reluctant 
to reenter the volatile and unpredictable markets of today.

 � The national debt will have increased by $8 trillion in 2018 as a result of the crisis, 
due to the combined effects of government expenditures and reduced revenues.  
With the annual budget deficit now exceeding 1.1 trillion dollars, the Treasury 
will have far fewer fiscal tools at its disposal with which to manage another 
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financial crisis.  This vulnerability will persist for years to come, until something 
approximating a full recovery has been achieved. 

3. Thoroughly reviewing and understanding the Costs of the Crisis 
are essential steps for implementing meaningful reform and 
preventing a recurrence,with all the Costs and fresh misery it 
Would inevitably Bring

The only way to prevent a recurrence of the financial and economic crises is to 
implement meaningful financial reform.  Congress and the President initiated that 
critical process through enactment of the Dodd-Frank Financial Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act of 2010.  Since then, Wall Street and its allies have waged a battle to kill 
or weaken reform on every front: advancing new bills to repeal all or part of financial 
reform; lobbying the regulatory agencies to weaken the rules they must write to imple-
ment the financial reform law; challenging the validity of rules in court; and seeking to 
sway public opinion through a misleading campaign aimed at changing the subject 
and shifting the focus away from the crisis, and their responsibility for it, to the financial 
reform law and the implementing rules.

Opponents of reform are advancing numerous arguments in this battle, but in a 
fundamental sense, they all relate to the costs of the crisis:

 � They minimize the costs of the crisis to avoid their responsibility, to instill 
complacency, and to undercut the urgency and importance of financial reform.

 � They obfuscate the true costs of the crisis to make the design of effective and 
meaningful regulations more difficult.

 � They exaggerate the costs of reform to the financial industry and businesses 
generally, in an effort to eclipse the costs of the crisis and thereby justify regulatory 
inaction.

 � They advance the argument that all rules implementing reform must be subject 
to cost-benefit analysis, focusing exclusively on the costs of regulation to industry 
and ignoring the overwhelming value of avoiding the costs of another crisis to 
society.172

The best and only way to counter these unsupported claims effectively, and 
ultimately to save the reform process from defeat, is to remember, in comprehensive 

172  See Report of Better Markets, “Setting the Record Straight on Cost-Benefit Analysis and Financial Reform at 
the SEC,” as well as two amicus briefs focused on cost-benefit analysis filed in federal court defending CFTC rules, 
available at http://bettermarkets.com/blogs/industrys-false-claims-about-cost-benefit-analsyis.

and vivid terms, the past, present, and future costs of the financial crisis, as detailed 
in this report.
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